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Babbitt backs
tip his party
By Joanne Marino

This idealogy, Babbitt claims,
· Democratic presidential can- has lead to serious mistakes. "
didate Bruce Babbitt said during
"Seen from abroad, the Ameran appearance in the MUB . ican foreign policy looks utterly
yesterday that the recent scan- incoherent," he said.
.
dals plaguing fellow Democratic
Babbitt ,old the audience
candidates were not discrediting America needs a "foreign policy
his party. He added there are not with fear but with values."
six gre--at candidates on the
On Reagan's Strategic DeDemocratic side while all the fence Initiative plan, otherwise
· Republicans have is "silence and known as SDI or Star Wars,
Pat Robertson."
. Babbitt said he would not supBabbitt, former governor of port it.
Arizona, explained, that there
He sees the present as a good
is a high price to be 'a candidate time to improve relatio4.s with
but that nobody made him run the Soviet Union while Reagan,,
for the presidency. He said he he claimed, abused the chance
seized the chance with a "feeling by pushing Gorbachev against
of extraordinary opportunity."
a wall.
Babbitt made ckar his posiBabbitt explained that G9r- ·
emocratic Presidential Candidate Bruce Babbitt visited UNH on.,Jlmrsday and in the process
tion -on rising tuition costs when bachev nee.ds time to liberalize
as drilled with questions from student panel, ,W·endy' Hammond and Neal Hogan. , (Mark
he said the student loan pro- the country since totalitarianism
amilton photo)
_
_
·
gram must be restructured to as a successful economy "failed
consider income levels and completely".
community service.
"In the· Kremlin, Gorbachev .
In place of repayment, Babbitt agrees with Bruce Babbitt that
suggested volunteering time Marxism is dead," Babbitt exwith organizations such as the · plained. .
Peace Corps. He also felt stuAs a result, Babbitt feels there
By Jay Kumar
make clear the "issU:es the ity norms."
dents becoming public- teachers is an opportunfry to better .
Vice President of Academic univers1ty and town share ...
"I think this town is generally should not have to repay their relations and meet ori issues
Affairs Richard Hersh and there's a lot ofstuff this town t.olera,ble. They're against the loans.
such as nu~lear weapons' reducAssociate Dirett~r of Residen- . has to confro~t," because it is e?Ccesses::;
On the,, issue pf mandator:~ tions and test ban:s. ,
rial .Life Scott Chesney h a·v e · . a 1univerSity town and t~e refore
"In g·,e neral, rhere·' s been a drug test~hg Babbitt; a Harvarq' -: Babbitt com pared Reagan's ·
t hrown their names into .the has different concerns than good p.istory of relationships" law graduate, firmly stated he see.:.saw policy in the Persian.
race for seats on the newly other towns.
. between the town and · the was against any form of man- . gulf to the classic "Who's on
created Durham Town Council.
On the subject of the Durham ·- university, Hersh said.
dato:ry testing. He said voluntary first?" comedy routine; He said
There are nine spots available: town noise ordinance which · Hersh said, "I believe strongly testing would be more helpful the U.S. needs to take a neutral ·
three one-year terms, three two- many students have complained in the quality of tht;. university. and protect people's •rights.
stand to help the war _end
year t~rms, and th~ee three-year about, Hersh said, "I don't think .On -the other side, I am a citizen
On Seabrook, Babbitt said he peacefully, and ·added Reagan
terms.
·
you can solve the problem with of the .·t<?,wn, I pay a great deal did not support its operation "never understood that the war
Hers}:l, who applied for a one- a noise ordinance." He stressed of taxes. ·
if it is not safe. He s·aid a ten began in Mecea, not Moscow."
year term, -said town manage- the need for communication
Hersh feels . "nothing but mile evacuation was the "abBabbitt said his view on
ment "needs to be looked at and . .between students and other goodqncomeourof this council ~olute minimum of adequacy."
Central ·America grew out of
made to perhaps work more town residents as the key to ... I think it's exciting."
Babbitt's .speech in front of visits to the area, including talks
efficiently." He said the council solving problems such as the
Chesney, on the other hand, almost six hundred people cen- with Nicaraguan president Da- ·
"can help build better bridges" noise issue.
· intentionally went into the tered on foreign policy and the niel Ortega. Babbitt feels Cenand added it "could signal a new
"The issue here is, 'How does · three-year category so as not president's relationship to the tral America's chance, for peace
era for town gown relation- one act with one's neighbors?' to run against' students.
Congress. He criticized Reagan, is being ruined by Reagan's
ships."
... Obviously, they've (i:he town)
"I fully intend to ... run on claiming his foreign,policy is obsession with the Contras.
-· "I like the idea of students had reason to be upset/' Hersh a student:-oriented ticker,·: Ches- · based oh the fear of "a world
"The Contras· don't .have
running" for the council, Hersh said.
· ney said.
wide conspiracy constantly · support in Nicaragua,'.' he said. {·
said, referring to Tim Silk and
He added, "Let's figure out
Chesney said, "My major issue threatening the United States."
When asked about how he
John Hurney, the two students . ways ... to not have more ordi- is the connection between"
"The president sees the world would handle the situation in
in the race:
nances. Peaple ought to be
through the lens of 1949," he
BABBITT, page 9
· Hersh said he would like to • sensible to reasonable commun- COUNCIL, page 7
said.

t

Hersh, Chesney jump in

'T heta Chi pays
alcohol fine
By_Karen DiConza

incident which happened FebTheta Chi fraternity was fined ruary 19 of last semester, when
$30,000 this summer after being · rv.;o university freshman wer.e
found guilty of prohibited al- hospitalized for two days for
cohol sales by t he Strafford acute alcohol poisoning after
County Superior Court. The , drinking at a function at Theta
hearing is the result of an Chi.
On the condition that Theta
Chi comply with all laws of the
State and UNH regarding alcohol sale and use, $22,500 of
the fine will be suspended.
Therefore, the fraternity must
pay $7,500 in installments of
$750 every she rn<;mrhs for five
years, acc,ording to the court
sentence.
Michael w.·Smith and Michael P. Dolan had blood akohol
contents of .46 and .32 respec-

Inside

~abor shortag_
ere aches D_urham . See story
on page 3.

THETA CHI, page 7

Th~ta Chi has been assessed a heavy fine for an alcohol related i_ncident which took pl~ce
last semester. (Antonio Velasco photo)
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Cuts costl y for Public Safet y
*

Flanders estimated that be- past. Overall, we are nowhere
days off and sick leave, near in numbers as we are
tween
Division
· The Public Safety
of the U niv:ersity of New Hamp- two ta three officers cover supposed to be, yet we are
shire is unable to meet. the safety regular shifts, and up to four eJCpected to _p erfmm and operate
needs ·of the community due to cover busier nights. Part-time as well as always. With cuts in
curre.nt financial reallocations officers are hired temporarily staff and the budget, we aren't
able to do this," Beaudoin said.
in all university departments, for s_p orts even.ts and concerts.
Beaudoin said he feels the end
According to Earl Sweeney, .
causing a shortage of staff and
a lower budget, Major Roger · Director of Police Standards and result of these inadequacies is .
Training Council, five full-time an image problem with the
Beaudoin said.
. Four positions wen; eliminat- people are required to work for community.
"People on and off campus ·
ed from Public Safety depart- each position a police departcriticized us in the past.
have
hours
24
cover
to
wants
ment
two
month;
last
ment's budget
full:'time patrol off ice:rs, one ~ day. Ten full-time officers w ·e'v·e never been able to get
across to the community and .its
police lieutenant, and one ser- would, cover only two posts.
Beaudoin saicl the loss of two leaders effectively," he said.
geant. The department's payroll
now carries ten full-time patrol full-time patrol positions has . "My personal opinion of the
officers and three patrol ser- ll hindered Public Safety's oper- university system is· that this
geant shifts which ru,;i 24 hours ations in police and security "'is the best place to wo.rk and do
the least work and be protected
.
areas.
a day, seven days a week.
, He has noted particular prob- by the system .. Because of the
. Crime has increased 23 percent on cam.p us since 1985, lems in responding to service · nature of our business, Public
according to a project conducted calls, investigation follow-ups;· Safety is a highly visible uniby Director David Flanders. The and lack of sensitization to vers·ity organization. Others can
walk around and no one knows
study shows there has been a criminal situations ..
they work for the institution.
peofull-time
our
have
"We
between
ih'crime
increase
steady
1980 and 1987 in the categories ple working overtime, as much Because of our visibility, we are
of theft, criminal mischief or as sixteen hour shifts a day.-They watched and we are burdened
vand~lism, burglary, drugs, dis- get tired. They may make mis- with the problems and issues
orderly conduct, ·false alarms, takes. They may not be as \ that occur," Beaudoin said.
The funds for the two full_a ttentive as the job requires, and
and bomb threats.
Rapes and sexual harrass- they get frustrated. This affects time patrol positions were
ment were not included in the our services to the public," he removed from Public Safety's
· budget, and had been vacant ·
.
study due ·to their low numbers. said.
since December, 1985. The
comthe
of
demands
"The
said
Sergeant Paul Kopreski
the growth of the university is munity are causing us to run sergeant position was transa large factor in t.his increase. helter skelter ... in security we fe~red to support a new. position
. "We need a larger staff due .to are a lot lower than we were ten · in Human Resources in May, ·
the expanding student enrol- years ago - only 8 people this 1987. Beaudoin said he has not .
year in comparison to 17 ifi the been able to determine what
lment," he said.

By Michele Ferguson .

NEWS-IN- BRIEF

Public Safety may still have their cars, their house, and their
sign, but cutbacks are being felt within. (file photo)
happened to the position of said. ·
Owens added he will ,meet
lieutenant.
The university is looking at with Beaudoin next week to
each department's budget, 'address the problems Public
where needs are the greatest, safety is encountering.
Executive Director Stephanie
and where changes can be made,
according to Dr. Charlie Owens, Thomas of Administrative SerIntern Vice President of Finan- vices said the university admin.,
istration wants to improve ·
ci~l Affairs.
.'.'We don't want to strip the general education and honors
,
departments of resources they programs.
"We need to save money.
need, but there are needs we
must address in academics; However, we don't ever want
which is after all, the central to compromise the safety of the
-part of the university," Owens . CUTS, page 13
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Soviet spacem an shat- .Duke· aides~quit amidst
accusat ions of sabotag e
ters end\lran ce record
Veteran Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko set
a space e_ndurance record Wednesday as he spent
his 238th consecutive day aboard the orbiting Mjr
space station, breaking the previous Soviet and
world record just four days ·before the 30th
_
anniversary of Sputnik I: .
Romanenko, 43, is expected to remain aboard
the space station for another 60 days, making his
tour duty an even ten months. The.Soviets consider
this feat a key step in achieving their goal of a
permanently manned space station.
Scientists remain unsure as to exactly what effects
seclusion in a w.,eightless environment has on human
mental and physical well being.
By comparison, the longest manned y.s. space
flight was 84 days aboard the Skylab.. space station
·
in 1973-74.

of

Fire guts · Po·r tsmout h
building s
An early morning blaze ripped through four
downtown Portsmouth buildings Wednesday,
destroying a resta·urant, a duplex, and a building
under construction while causing minor damage
to a ne.arby condominiu~ and hotel complex. Two
.firefigh~ers recieved minor injuries in the fire which
fire officials believe to be of suspicious origin ..
The Deer Street blaze completely gutted the-Over
Under restaurant and for<;ed one family from their .
home. Nine stations were called in to handle the
fire, which prompted one Kittery patrolman to .
say "The flames were so high you could roast a
marshmallow from the other side of the river."

Two top aides have resigned from the presidential
campaign of Massachusetts Governor Michael
Dukakis yesterday after the Governor acknowledged
that one of them, campaign manager John Sasso,
had given reporters a video tape that helped destroy
the candidacy of rival Democrat _S enator Joe Biden
Jr.
The resignations followed a flurry of press releases
and news conferences that began Monday with
Governor Dukakis'· denial that any member of his
campaign staff had been involved in the production
and distribution of the videotape.- The tape was
comprised of film clips which compared a speech
by Senator Biden with one by British Labor Party
Leader Neil Kinnock. Senator Biden had used Mr.
Kinnock's ideas and words without attribution.
Dukakis i's believed to have been unaware of the
incriminating scam.

. . ,·.'
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Don't be rude today,
please-- it's Courtes y· Day ·:
To mark its first birthday, Britian's Polite Society
has chosen today as National Courtesy Day, and
is asking everyone-~politely, of course--to be nice,
even if only for 24 hours. ·
· The a~ui-rudeness campaign, headed by the Rev::
Ian Gregory of Straffordshire, has been dispatching
t~ams of anonymous politeness testers to inspect
busin~sses and award Courtesy Enterprise Certificates where appropriate. Establishments are judged
on a 10-point "_politeness meter" which rates
employees on "Conversation", "Smile Factor", "Eye
Contact", and "Thank You". The award has been
won so far by a chocolate shop in Liverpool, a hotel .
on the. Scottist Borders, and a hairdresser in Bristol.
The Polite Society has attracted national news
coverage throughout England and presently numbers
·
over 600 members.

13 more cross line; ~trike
drags on·
'Marlbo ro Man' dies of
emphys ema
David Millar, who appeared in 1950's cigarette
advertisements as the original rugged Marlboro
man, died Wednesday of emphysema.
Millar, 81-, was the first of a series of actors and
models who wore cowboy garb and sat on a horse
with a butt clenched between their ·teeth to pitch
Marlboro brand cigarettes ..
Tobacco advertisi~g was banned fror:n, television
in the United States in the early 1960's.

.Another 13 NFL players ignored union picket
iines nad suited up for their respective teams
Wednesday as union chief Gene Upshaw crisscrossed ·the country ·trying to prevent · more
defections, and angry fans struck back at owners
by returning tens of thousands of tickets for this ·
Sunday's games to be played by. "scab" walk-on
players and .NFL r_efugees.
Among the 13 who crossed the line are Dallas
Cowboys' quarterback Danny White and Pittsburgh
Steelers' all-pro center Mike Webster. 'Tm not
a'.bout to turn my career over to Jack Donlan or Gene
Upshaw," the 14-year veteran said:
Talks between the owners and J;>layers Association
have made l'i'ttle progress during the 10-day:old ·
.
strike

1
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Seamon drops 'funding bomb·
By Neal C. HQgan
Douglas Scam.o n, the New
Hampshire Scare Legislature's
Speaker 'of the House, dropped
a bombshell when he told the
audience at Tuesday night's
Senate Dinner chat the legis lature knew nothing about the
recreatjonal gyms for the Field
House, and was not asked to
fund chem.
"I ne,ver knew anything about
a second_phase of building. The
legislature never considered it.
This showed a breakdown in
communication between the
university administration and
the legisfature. Apparently the
administration chose not ro go
for the .funding to the second
phase ·of the projecr," ·Scamon
said.
Seamon' s remark:s were made
during his speeclJ following a

Student Senate dinner attended is always a possibiJity. If the
by both Student Senators and students and administration sit
members of the administration. down and consider a list of
University President Gordon projects, and then come to
Ha-aland sat at the head table Concord and make a good pres..'.
with Speaker Seamon and Stu- entation, the legislature might
go along with chis."
dent Senate e:xecutives.
Seamon devoted the majority
Following his speech Seamon
took questions from the au- of his talk to what being a
dience. ·scudenc Activity Fee representative means, compar.,.
Council Chairperson Patrick , ing the job of the state legislator
Sweeney asked if Seamon knew to the job of student senator.
why the administration had nor His words about the Field House
presented the entire proposal. _ surprised the audience.
"I couldn't believe he said
Seamon said, "It was a political decision made by the that," senator John Werdeman
administration. They probably said after the dinner. "He just
thought to themselves, 'Oh verified the fact that the adminthose skinflints in Concord istration should take the fault
probably wouldn't give us_the for the Field House .. He put the
frosting on the cake. He apmoney for the second phase."'
When aske1 about possible peared ro be under the iinpresfuture ~rate funding of the
project Seamon replied, "That SCAMON, page o'

UNH President Gordon Haaland (left) has left many students,
such as ·student Senate Exe.c utive, Dennis O'Connell in a fog
about who will fund the Field House. (Sadie Greenway photo)

·K nechtle wished
he had hecklers
. .-S_h_ort_. ag·.e ·h•t
.·L-a'b. Or
l S D u_·rh am .
By Eileen Lee

By Donna Morafcik

Students rend to come here
Durham businesses are feel - because it's local and real coning rhe cr~nch from the lack of venient ro the campus. They can
student employ:ees chis semes-:. walk ro and from work, ere. We ,
ter. Consequently, some owners haven't always had a problem·
are forced to look elsewhere for with the labor. The people who
their labor.
'
have beeri here have been here
Dick ·Houghton, owner of for while."
Houghton's Ha.rdware on Jen"Now we are crying co get a
kin's Ct., commented on the lo·t of new people in here. The
labor problems of the past.
• -'previouse manager left and a
"It. has _been a growing prob- lot of people went with her. We
lem of attracting qualified full- have a lot of applicants bur not
time people," he said. When . necessarily people qualified.
asked what he was doing about They have worked in general
the _problem ; he ·said he was retail but I need people in here
hiring older people as well as ·who know the business. That's
offering higher wages.
hard to find."
,
What she is looking for now
According ro Houghton, the
higher wages do nor mean because of the labor shortage
higher prices on items. He said, is people with enough under . 'Tt i~ a competi6ve marketplace standing of retail and register.
so w~ look for other ways t:::> cut They are com promising to get
- cost~ 9ther than having to raise the help.
prices on items. You look for
Red Carpet's business-hasn't
other ways to increase produc- been affected by the lack of help
tivity because you can't just raise because~they are _the only flower
shop around. Also, according
prices."
Houghton also speculated to Routhier, "The lack of inexrhat the future labor condition perienced help isn't going to
is going to be worse.
·
kill us because we have a very
As far as loss of business due good training staff. We are
to a lack of help, Houghton said, service oriented."
·
"We are going to try to beat the
Routhier forsees the future
challenge and take advantage as getting worse. She said,
of what situations. we can." "Students' lives are changing.
Houghton' s Hardware is getting They are heading in new direccom puters to increase produc- tions. People are here for only ,
rivity and take place of needed four years. They are going to
help in certain areas. ·
be leaving. 'fhe turnover rate
Anne Routhier, head designer is constant but you will find that
at The Red Carpet flower shop in any university town."
·
on Main Street, said, "In the past
According to Tony Robidas,
it's always been pretty good. _ Assistant Manager at Martins'

a

Student tu·rnout to t hese
The downfall of UNH inhe discussions was minimal, al- . students committment to mak- though each day showed an
ing money, according to Cliffe improvement. The apathetic
supermarket, th e labor is not Knechtle, a professional speaker · attitude of the students prompa problem. There is a help brought to UNH by the Inter- ted Knechtle to say he was ''not
wanted sign always in th e lobby Varsity Christian Fellowship. disappointed but frustrated by
entrance of the sto re to bring Knechtle spoke all this week the student body."
_
in a variety of applicants so they in front of the Dimond Library
He noted this was a problem
·have more to choose from.
•
addressing such issues as death, on many of the 30 campuses he
He said, "We are st ill looking AIDS,Jesus and The Bible.
. visits each year.. Brink had his
to fill certain positions like a ·
The purpose of his visit was .own thoughts on the majority
meat cutter, but right now th e "to get people thinking, is there of students that walked past .
application process takes a while a God?," said Tom ·Brinks, Knechtle without stopping. "If
so we are always 'a ccepting advisor to UNH\ lnterVarsity.
students were here to learn, they Ead1 day Monday through would stop. They're riot even
applications. Also,the flexibility
ofrhe help is limited so we n~ed Thu~sday . fit _ noon, Knecl:Jtle · feisty e~ough ,t9 h~ckle. '.{ · q .:1. ·.f°" ;,
more people
ro choose from."
, · 1.! e for-ab'oµi· 15_ m1m1tes
·
···
t h, en
Xnechtle
n:oted UNH ·stu:R o b 1.d as d oesn ,t forsee a fu-= ., :spoi
ll owe.
- d_ t h ·.e· stu d e,nts
_. ·.
·- h·--o ,li,a
" d :, ,Edents.
-:- ~committment
' ~
·
h
•d
..
...
a
w
:to' ma,l6ng _•_,.
1
H
cur~ pro bl e~ ... e sat '
ave ' '"g"ath~~;ed to ~;-k ques.tions. money instead of focusing on
idea wh_y 1t is ahl?roblem h~r~. , Discuss·ion~ would range from . genuine relationships·with ·peot s no; .Ju,~t t is area, 1t s human sexuality to The Old ple. He said most students today
ev~ywker;
Testament. Knechtle's personal are only concerned with high
roo s rug stO re manager g'oal was to "introduce people GP A's, higher social po_si_tions
Kate Welch said, "This Brooks
- f -· d I h
ave:
· one· o f t h e few wit
· h out 11 1abor to the,, closest rien
1s
CLIFFE NOTES, page 9
problem. There are plenty of Jesus.
applicants. The turnover here
really depends on how school
falls. If they are having problems with courses or something
like that they've got to put their
· time into those things.
Postscripts, located on Main
Street, is another business that
'is · not affected by the labor
shortage. According to 1La1,1tie
By Curtis Graves
from hanging out of their winLund, "We have no problem at
Here at UNH, it is easy to tell dows and risking injury.
all. As a matter of fact, there
the .seasoned Area I resident
"We have a very serious
· is a demand to work here."
from the neophyte. The neo.:. problem with things 'falling'
According to Danielle Sulliphyte, with his devil-may-care out of windows," Bischoff said. ·
van, manager of Durham House
attitude, thinks nothing o.f
"Not only is it extremely
of Pizza, "Labor has been a
walking in close proximity to dangerous, but ir costs money
problem ever since !started
Stoke Hall on his way from to have the trash collected.
working here five years ago."
point A.to point B. The veteran, Naturaily, , the cost is passed
"In order to fight the probconversely, stays well away from along to the students," she said.
the building to avoid falling
Gary Carskaddan, Resident
JOBS, page 8 .
debris that could prove detri- Hall Director at Stoke, specumental to his or her health.
lated that it takes "approximate.The Department ofResiden~ ly ten man hours a week to
rial Life has beenin the process maintain the gteen around
of installing screens in dorrri . ·stoke."
rooms all around campus.
Once the screens are in place,
However, the department ran Resilife will have its hands full
into some problems when it keeping them in place. An~iccame to Stoke Hall.
ipating.this problem, the deResidential Life Director partment has implemented a
-Carol Bischoff commented, "screen policy" to deter students
"The screens arrived last week, from removing their screens or ·
but they couldn't be installed damaging them in any way. The
because they weren't made to policy includes a $50 fine for
the correct specifications. We _removal of a screen for any
had to send · them back for reason.
0

r

f~

Stoke gets screens
to prevent littering

;;;:,::.~!\'.:::,-:.-:,',","'. . ~~-----,

modifications."

. The Student Job Board located in the MUB may become flooded with offers before too long.
(file._ photo)
··
-

The installation of window
screens in residence halls--Stoke
, in particular--is a last ditch ·
attempt on the part of Resi Life ·
to reduce the amount of trash
being thrown out of residence
hall windows. Ostensibly, the
screens will also deter students

Judicial action in the form of
possible eviction and nonrenewal will be in store for those
committing a subsequent infraction. In addition, students can
e~pect to pay for ahy screen they
have damaged, as well as the co_st-

STOKE SCREEN, ·page 8 ·._
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Are you:in favor of Robert Bork's .nomin ation
to the Supreme C0urt.?

'N o. Based on his previous
record of no upholding
civil liberties and women's
rights issues. I can't believe
this extreme right winger
·is being considered.''
David Swett
Senior
Politicq,l Science
1

No. He seems to be a very
vocal, but backward man.
His policies reflect a very
closed minded person.
Basically he has no respect
for civil rights.''
Christina Barsorian
Senior
Communications/ fazglish
11

SUNDAY

DOU aE
FY

Call us.

uN o, I'm no,t in favor,
because he's a right-wing
jerk with no r.espect for
civil rights.''
Kristen Fike
Freshman
Communications

uN o! The equal rights
amendment will take a
giant step backward. It
won't be good for bla.c k's
rights, homosexual rights
and environmental_is sues.''
Cindy Mathieson
DCB student
Non-Fiction writing

EYES:· RIGHT
FOR
BA.CK ·y o SC.HOOL
EYEGLASS SAVINGS
For a lim-ited time save 50% on a beautiful
new frame .from Selected Style_s_. (with
-~
lens purchase)

Durham Shopping Cer,ter
Phone: 868-6230

CONTACT LENS ·
SAVINGS

Hours:
4pm - 1am Sun. - Thurs.
4pm - 2am Fri. & Sat.

50% off on an extra
set of replacement ,lenses.
\

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS!
FREE.

t:i:.~~~-..

!

Ourdrivers carry less
than $20.00
'

Limited delivery area.

Several styles of contact lenses! Professional fees
and care kit are additionaL The,se prices apply to full pairs
only. Not valid on prior orders and may This offer ends
October 30, 1987.

868-1012
UNIVERS ITY
868-1092
-, ,, ·EYE
~~~ CARE Office Hours: Mon.-Tue~.--Thurs.-Fri-. 9-::5
Family Vision_~JmleL
n Durha~, N ..H.
53 Main St_

Dr. Alie
Dr. Menard
Optometrists

Vision Insurance
Plans .Welcome
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Too much exp~ sure atUN H

FRIDAY, OCTOBE.R 2

Lf\ST DAY to drop courses, or change to audit.
described as a white male with - reported she saw an "an older
LAST DAY to carry more than 20 credits (undergrads), or
The Durham Police Depart- dark hair and a mustache, in his white male dressed in a deckcoa.t
·
Goldarea."
the
16 nedits (grads), without a surcharge.
around
hanging
190
5'10",
about
20s,
ment is investigating a report late
of indecent exposure and two pounds, and vlas·'W~ing can ing said the woman w~s rnnMEN'S SOCCER- at Maine
·, ··· _cerned th_e man may .have been
reports of suspicious men on pants ahd a blue shirt.
with
connected
On Saturday, Sept. 26 at 2: 10 the same man
campus, according to Captain
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY- vs. Central Connecticut, Hartford,
a.m., police received a report previous reports of suspicious
Michael Golding.
·
3:-30-p.m.
men.
On Monday September 28, from a female resident of 22
Golding said police investi- · . UNIVERSITY THEATER- "Runaways." An energetic collage
police received a report of Garrison Ave . of a suspicious
' of.musical st_yles all focused on modern day family relationships.
indecent exposure w_h ich oc - man looking in the window of gated, and found no ,Ofle.
Stuinvestigatare
police
said
He
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m., UNH
apartment.
her
at
Friday
previous
th(:
curred
dents/ faculty/ alumni and seniors $6, ·~neral $.?-50_·'" 1' 1~1 f\
· . Golding said che man is ing the three reports and "are
about 7 p.m:, Golding said. ,
Golding said a female Main described as' an "older man with looking at them in comparison
SATURDAY,' OCTOBER 3
to eachother." ·
Street resident and her two . gray hair."
comment
· He said he "will not
He said police investigated,
companions were walking on
WOMEN'S CROSS ·coUNTRY- at Rutgers Invite
Madbury Road when they saw and found no one matching che on whether they are related to
(which
rapes
the
anything else,
a male exposing himself in the description.
AMERJCAN STRING TEACHER'S WORKSHOP~ Bratton
Sunday, September 27, at occurred this summer) inRecital Hall, Paul Arts, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. ·
Post Office parking lot. Golding
said. the three just kept walking; ·10:21 p.m., Golding said another cluded."
WOMEN'S SOCCER- vs. Providence, noon
Golding said the man is resident from the same address

By Karen DiConza

FQOTBALL- vs. Deleware, 1 p.m.

··Dive rsity grou p bran ches otit
By Alex Moll
According to RodTwo ·-weeks ago a society students interested in spending and answers.
focus will be on the
main
erick,
schoThese
abroad.
semester
a
_·
(pronounced
SODU
called
of the disease.
soda), the Student Organization · larships will pay for the stu- social aspeets
SODU will present its first
for a 'Diverse University, was · dent's overseas air fare and any
speaker on Noformed by Steve Roderick, Chair- additional living expenses the· internationalNealy Nimrod of
vember ·16th.
person of the Dining Commis-- student: might incur on the trip. .
Students participating in the Isreal will be giving a lecture
sion of the Student Senate.
culture and society ..
The aim of the group is to exchange program do not pay on Israeli
for the time and
plans
Exact
a
in
study
to
fees
tuition
extra
promote a better understanding
presentation are
the
of
place
diff~rent people· and cultu.res foreign country. Roderick does
finalized.
be
ro
yet
nonadditional
any
want
not
and tO create a more liberal
In addition to these activities,
campus attitude, Roderick said. academic expenses to discourage
are being made by SODU
plans
outside
traveling
from
people
·
organthe
Other members of
day" in the near
"handicap
a
for
ization include Sabra Clarke, of America.
to Clarke,
According
future.
six
or
five
send
to
hope
"We
,
vice-president
body
student
wheelchairs
use
will
students
a
for
study
co
abroad
Chris MacClain, senate council students
to make their way
member, and Jason Brewn, semester or a year," Roderick and blindfolds
in an attempt
campus
around
said:
president of Smith Hall.
"It would be great to get some to simulate being disabled.
The catch phrase of the
It is hoped that through
group, "celebra~e the differ- differing opinions of foreign
activities such as these, the
·
ence," summarizes the goal of · countries."
On November 9th from 7:00 student body will become more·
SODU.
difficulties expe"The people at UNH are very to 9:30, SODU is sponsoring aware of the
disadvantaged,
the
by
rienced
discussion
panel
a
"Afraids",
,
said.
Clarke
narrow minded,"
.
·
said.
Clarke
the
to
"We want to open .them up and on AIDS that is·.open
underdon't
really
"J;>eople
which
discussion,
The
public.
communmixed
create a more
will take place in the Strafford stand," Clarke said. "The main
ity."
Room of the MUB, will feature problem is too .Jfrde concern for
to
hopes
·also
group
The
_a~d a lack of
attract stude_n ts from overseas P. Clay Steven~ from Fenway other people
of differences ...
understanding
from
Paterson
Dr.
and
Health
country
the
of
parts
other
and
be put into
must
effort
more
speakguest
as
Life
,Residential
by supporting foreign travel and
incorporating handicaps into
. ers.
exchange programs.
The session will be organized the University physically as well
SODU is offering several
in an ·open forum for questions as socially."
foreign study scholarships for

MUD WRESTLING TOURNAMEN T~ Lundholm Gym, Field
House, 7 p.m., $2. Information: 862-1850 & 862-3899.
. , MUB PUB MOVIE.: "Something Wild."~ and 10 p.m. Students
·
$2, Non-Students $3
MUSO CONCERT- Georgi~ Satelittes with with the Del
Lords. Top 40 hit single, "Keep Yo~r- Hands tO Yourself."
Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.ni., Students $7,- general $10.
Tickets at MUB Ticket Office.
UNIVERSITY THEATER- "Runaways." Johnson Theater,
Paul /\rts, 8 p.m., UNH students/ faculty /alumni and seniors
.
.
$6, general $7.50.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY- vs. West Chester, 1 p.m.
MUSO FILM~ "Midsummer Night's Dream." ('35) Strafford
Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES- ·.. Greek Tragedy: Origins
and Nature," Gilbert B. Davenport, Theater. Room 201,
., ·
Murkland, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER'." vs. Massachussetts, 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS- vs. Providence,_3:.30 p.m'.
HLM- ···south Africa: An . ov·e ~view of Human Rights
Violatio_ns." Presented by~Rey. Faras~ni through Am~esty
.
lnternattonal. Room 128, Hamtlton.SmJth, 7 p.m., free.
· LECTURE- "Fri~nds Raping f:rie~.ds, A Campus Problem.;'
By Bernice R. Sandler, Di.rector of Project on the Status and
Eclu~ation of Women, Assoe.. of American Colleges and coauthor of "Friends Raping Friends: Could It Happen to You?".
and "Campus Gang Rape: Party Games?" Strafford Room,
·
MUB, 7 p.m.
FRENCH-ITA LIAN FILM SERIES- "Rue Case Negres."
_
Room -ll0, Murkland,-7 p.m'., $1.
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES--"Lase rs for Learning: The
Leadit?-g Edge of Training Techno~ogy," Joseph F. D_urocher,
Associate Professor of Hotel Admm1strat1on. Alumm Center, ·
7:30 p.m.

IFESIZE LEGOS

CALENDA.t( INFORMATIO N MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

Th.e New Hampshue (~PS H2-28~) i'S 'publrshc,:d .and distrib~ted semi: ·,
weekly throughout th.e acadelJltc year. Our offices are located in Room ·
151 of the Me,noriaJ Union Briildi'ng, UNH; Durham.,-N.H.03824 .·~usiness. .
Qfftc;e _~u~s: ~ooo~y~- f!id~ 19 -~ - 2 pm. Ac1~e.mi~ ye~r subscription:
f;ZA "" Thtrd class .J>PS.( ~e p.-id ~ Ou,(hadl, NH 03824. Advertisers should
:che,tlr. t~eir a_ds t~·-h l'st~y:-The Nr.w'!:iampshire will in no case be
responsable ~or typo~r:•1h~:-a1_- w:.othet".Orr?rs, but will reprint that part ·
?fan a.d'!emseme-m •~ wh1ch:a typo3raph1cal error appears, if notified
,HDmedaately. POSTMASTER: send address cha_nge,s to The New Hampshire,
1.51 MUB, U~JH, D~rh~~i,NHp38~ 4: 10,.qoo copies priQ'.t~d per issue
·
•
··
._DY ]t'J#ma/Tnb1me B~ddet2rd, Ma1qe.

New Hampshire

,P~!~ ~KS.
don't de/ay ... order yo'ur homecoming I-shirts now!

J-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers• Totes• Baseball. Ca.ps
•Sweatshirts• Golf Shirts• Aprons• Custom Designs
Plus hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items

he N~w England Center will s9on have new additions to its family of rooms. (Mark Hamilton
hot:o)
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In-House Art Dept.

603/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park, Rt. 101 •Greenland, NH
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OTICES

Hurne y confirm s .
decisio n to run

J:

ACADEMIC
STUDY ABROAD: Sponsored by Center for
International Perspectives. A representative of
Institue for European Studies will visit to discuss
study abroad opportunities in Europe and Asia. ,
Tuesday, Octobe·r 6, Whittemore Room, New
1
England Center, 8:30 co 10 a.m.
APPLYING TO GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL?: ·come to a workshop at the TASK
Center, 21 Madbury Road before you do. We'll
discuss ways to "sell yourself" with your application.
Workshop sponsored by Student Support Services-,
offers tips on writing personal statements, obtaining
letters of recommendatipn, and the timing of
applying. Two dates___; -Tuesday, October 6 from noon
to 1 p.m or Wednesday, October 7 from 3-4 p,m.
Information: 862-3698. -

CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION ALL
RETREAT: The theme for this fall's retreat co
A!fr~d,_Maine, on_October 23-25 is 0Relationships
:-vuh Fnends, Family, and God. Registration deadline
ts Monday, October 19. Preregistration fee of $10
·
Information: 862-1310. -

it either," he said:
By Mary Tamer _
Hurney, who · is also ·c oTheta Chi fraternity presi dent John Hurney confirmed chairman of the Greek Presiye's terday that he will not be dent's council, said it is· impordropping out of the ·race for tant that students realize their
Durham Town Council, despite importance in voting, especially
·
in Durham.
rumors to the contrary.
"The students h~ve to realize _
Hurney, a senior political
science major, is running for they live . here and actually
a one year position on the outnumber the residents of
council. The stated goal for his Durham. Right now; we have
campaign is to represent uni- no recognition when the town
versity students in the rown's makes its decisions. It bothers
me when people say they want
council for the first time."
If elected, Hurney would like to vote in their hometown
to change certain town ordinan- because this-is where it matters
ces that t_h e students have no and where it will affect them.
say in, one being the noise This is where we live," he said.
"I would like to represent the
ordinance. to make Durham a
students
"The noise ordinance should
definitely be changed. There;s better place. lf I can't win by
got to be a more fair system. 68 the student's votes then it wasn't
decibels is the sound limit after meant to be. The best I can do
l0p:m. and even a lawnmower is put my name on the ballot."
The date of the election is
breaks that," he said..
Another grievance he holds November third. Non-residents '
must register by October 24 at
is with the open container law.
"People shouldn't be walking. Durham town hall. A birth
down the street with beers, but . certificate or passport is rethey shouldn't be arrested for quired for proof of age.

HEALTH
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOME~ (?NLY): For women concerned abou t' their
dnnkmg or drug use. Fridays, 2nd floor Conference
Room, Hood House, noon to 1 p.m.
AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): For individuals
affected by another's use of alcohol or o~her drugs.
Mondays, Room 21, Library, noon t6 1 p.m.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING
(~PE:N): For individuals concerned about their
dnnkmg or drug use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, 2nd Floor Conference
PULSE: Sponosred by the Dean of Student Affairs Room,
Hood House, noon to 1 p.m.
·
Off ice, A program established to monitor student
views, concerns and goals. This research service MEETINGS
is available to any university organization. If
interested, contact the PULSE office at 862-2050.
J:?EBATE S(?CIETY MEETING: First organizaof th~ semester. Will discuss
THEATER WORKSHOP: Sponsored by UNH ~10nal meetmg
with presidential candidates concernTheater Dept. Workshop on technical film and !nvolvement
debates this year, intercollegiate debates and
special effects, A special, free program for all mg
debates. No previous experience necessary.
campus
Nash
Peter
by
conducted
be
to
interested students,
Oct. 5, Room 124 (Common Office), MUB, ·
Monday,
Glynn,_class of '71, who is a professional de- 8:30 p.m.
signer/producer in Miami, Florida. Saturday,
October 3, Hennessy Theat<2r, Paul Arts, 10 a,m.
MORT AR BOARD M~ETIN~: Second meeting "
the yea-r. Age~da ttems. m~lude voting on
of
Campus
by
MOVIE NIGHT: Sponsored
to National Const1tut1on and prngrarriaIT.lendmem
Gay/ Lesbian Alliance. We are meeting to watch
mmg updates . Sunday, October 4, Room 314,
a movie. Sunday, October 4, Life Quality Resource MLConnell,
· . 8n p.m.
- ·
· Center, Hitchcock Hall, 5 p.m.

GENERAL

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
FAIR: Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement . Fifty graduate and professional schools,
including law, engineering, afld business schools
coming to campus to answer your questions about
their programs, requirements, ere. Thursday,
October 15, Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m .
·
to 2 p.m.
TRADITION AL MUSIC -f ROM CENTRAL
· FRANCE: Sponsored by UNH Country Dancers
and the Ceili Show on WUNH-FM. The group Lo
Jai will play traditional music from Cen_tral France
using such instruments as the hurdy-gurdy, pipes,
accordion, violin and flutes. Lo Jai is comprised
of four musicians who are respected worldwide
for their collective and individual experience as
instrumentalists and researchers. Friday, October
16, Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 8 p.m., UNH
undergrad students with va]J.f\ 1P 1 $3; general $6.
Information: 603-749-2238 or 20'1- 439-2555,

COM!"f ___:___ENTAR Y M_EETING: Organizational
meetmg for students mterested in working on
COMM-~~TARY, a _s,tudent publication devoted
~o the crtt1cal analysts of rhetoric, media ,- and
mterpersonal communication. Monday, October
_
·
5, Room M313, Paul Arts, 5 p.m.
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: The Women's
Cent_er has open informal mee_tings on Monday
evenmgs. Pat Murphey from Nat10nal Organization
for Women will speak. Monday, October 5, Room
110A, Women's Center, MUB, 6:30 p.m. New
members welcome.

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OfFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms)

********** ********-

SCAMON -

l (continued from page 3)
l
WHA' HAPPENED?!
MOUTH_. si_on that the state might have

PITT-

KEEP IT IN YOUR

Jt- given us the money. Haaland
_
& HA YE A ~REAT B-DA Y Jt- has been telling us 'We tried,
* we tried, we tried.' Now we hear
MANthat the Speaker of the House
LOVE YOUR BESTEST
·* didn't even know about it." ' BUD DIES
Jt- DiP..ing Cou_ncil Chairperson
BEAN DINO Q & lf- Steve Roderick was equally
'
'
surprised. "It is unfortunate that
SEBAS TIAN
the whole legislature didq't
*********** *******know. The administration did
us a great disservice by not
presenting the whole proposaJ"

l

Speaker of the New Hampshire House of Representatives,
Doug Seamon, spoke about a house of a different sort The
Field House, at the senate dinner on Tuesday night. (Sadi:e
Greenway photo)

· *l
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If you think you're
having a heart attack,
think out loud.

Consignment Boutique
332 Central Ave.
Dover
_Across from Foster's
_Tel. -#603-749-2930

Chest discomfort tt,,at
lasts longer than
two minutes is nothing
to fool around with.
Play it safe and ask someone
· to get you to a hosp"ital emer gency room- immediately.
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..

American Heart
Association
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~---THET A CHI-----.
(contin.;edfrompagel)

HANDS ,·. ACROSS .ROOM

tively after drinking at Theta and have implemented a system
Chi that night, according to tbe . to prevent brothers from drinkFebruary 24 -isslie of the New ing coo much, he said.
_
Hampshire. Both men recoAlso,.the fraternity is working
vered from the incident and are on exaµiining the ·c h~pter alnow attending the university, cohol policy which members
according to Theta Chi presi- will present to the 180 chapters dent John Hurney.
at the national convention this ·
Hurney said the fraternity August, he said.
pleaded guilty to "permitting
- Hurney said the UNH chapminors to .drink on the prop"' rer is not in any trouble with
eny." He said the fraternity has- the nationals.
·
taken full responsibility for its · "The national chapter is very
acrjons and have since "become _pleased wjth the moves we made
a better, stronger fraternity."
to correct our own problems,"
"This thing has put us ahead he said.
of a lot of othet houses on
"Ar first, they were comerricampus because we have learned · plating suspension, but now
from our mistakes," he said.
they feel we've really combated
"We punished ourselves. And the situation," he said.
thac'.s a big step for the frater- · "We admitted our mistake.
nity and the Greek sy~tem:"
We weren't on the defensive.
· After the incident, the fra- We were men. We looked back The Strafford Room in the MUB has a lot. more uses than just Presidential Conferences. Jus
ternity had a dry bids hight, and said, 'Yes, two brothers
cancelled their social calendar, almost died in our house and ask these Aerobics students who worked out there last week. (Mark Hamilton hoto)
and manned the campus Safe this.is wrong,' and we fixed it."
Ride Center during bids night;
The university has not taken
Jforney s'aid.
- (continued from page 1)
any action against-Theta Chi,
Brothers have afso had over Hurney said'.
five or six alcoho workshops
something that is necessary. I've marked for student use, specif- UNH and the town. He added,
had to make decisions" involv- ically to the Field House ren- "Students need to have an active
ing a lot of money.
·
ovations. He stressed the taxes voice."
He said he would look into
· On the subject of Hersh's would be taken from businesses,
rent .c ontrol, among · other
candidacy, Chesney said, "I think not from the private·sector.
· · it's great. He's ... committed to
Other issues he said the . things. "The housing situation is ·
the same goal as I am."
council would deal with are land
difficult ... students are often
Chesney said the results of · use, laws, traffic, and budgets.
the November third elect-ion
Beiµg a resident 9f Durham, at the mercy of landlords,'-'
,"totally depend on whether Chesney said, "I have ~1 stake Chesney said.
·
He said, "Maybe some of the
students are apathetic. It's hard here." He added, "My expe· to predict."
rience in decisio·n making ... is town taxes should" be ear1

COUNCIL.- - - - - -

- ri· - - - ---

.' -THETA -CHI
LITTLE SISTERS
INVITE YOU TO ,
Two Alexander Hall residents suffered from alcohol poisoning
last February at Theta Chi. Now Theta Chi is· doing the suffering.
(Anto!1,io Velasco photo)
-·
:
· ,,.

Take Snapshots as part of our staff
The New !f.ampshire

9tcy.i9t ,
c(gc@;cgs 9?J&4ce%
Cf;c@; t _ Cf;C)(fg CJ9[Cf;9t~cg
&4 ~ CJeost

RUSH
A bad
haircut
can make
·anyone
look dumbi
RAIR';&RKS~ .

ex
MON: Oct. 5th: GRAFFITI T-SHIRT PARTY
Wear a plain wh!te T-shirt and bring ·
a magic marker.'
__

THURS: Oct. 8th: PAJ4MA PARTY
Come _
d ressed in your P.J. '5.:.and don't ·

UNLIMITED

forget your slippers!

H9ir And Skin Core
For The Family

'

)

35 Main St . • Durham

-ALL RUSHES 8-l0pm

868-7051

AT37MADBURY RD.

Gtanite State Room
Memorial Union Building
University of New Hampshire

_Saturd_ay, .October 17
5-6pm Hors -D'oeuvres ·
6'- 8 pm Dinner/Buffet
'W hittemore School
of Business and Economics ·
H·otel Administration
Price: $12.00
tickets are now available at
the ticket office in the MUB.

ARUND EL
ENGLAND
FOR ADDITIONALINFO:
Contact·
Dean of Students Office , . Huddleston Hall: -862-2050

INFORMATION MEETING:

· Tuesday, Oc_t. 6
_Carroll-Belknap Room, f\1UB l~:30 PM
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(continued -from page 3)

(continued ·from page

lem,wetry tohirealoc ofpeople
. because a.lot of times we wiU
hire. people and they wi.ll work
one nigh~ or a couple of nights
and say this isn't me and quit.
We try to hire. people who like
to work and' they are few and
far between. We also offer
flexible wages and try to give
them the days off they want,"
Sullivan said.
"The restaurant bus-i ness is
a.hard business to work in. It's
hot and you work around food.
There are many people in a rush
and there is a lot of pressure on
you,"'Sullivan said. .
Sulliva·n added, "Any fu,ture
change would depend on the
overall_economy. If people are
. sending their children to school
arid don't have much money to
give th:m, mo~e (s~~dents) will
be looking fc;>r Jobs.
According to unemploy ed
student Steve Driscoll, a freshman at UNH,'the reason Students aren't taking advantage
of the available jobs is because
they do not have the time or the
not ·offer enough money.
jobs
. . Michelle Sukopova , 26, of
Forest Park in Durham, said,
"Actually for me it · is quite
surprising that you can find

~

.
many jobs around here. I am of installation agreed that 'the
m
Carska4d,
·
and
from Yancouver, Canada
added that
it is much harder to find jobs policy was harsh, :but
.".,
necessary
·absolu,tely
"is
it
low
a
such
is
there
there; Here
be
would
poHcy
th~
w
o
h_
Aske<f
· employme nt rate."
my
Scott Faulkner, a sophomore, enfon:ed, h~ replied, "it is_Lffe,
Resi
that_
anding
t
ers,
d
un_
at UNH, said, "Students don't
the _
work bec-ause of the time artd will -have inspection s Jrom
R.A.'s
asking
be
will
and
outside,
not being able to get to where
you have to work if off-campus. to keep an_eye on things bo~h.
-It's not easy enough to ,do. inside and outside the building_
School work is just a pain in the My approach will be informal,
but it will be done. There will
neck these days."
· There are many available jobs be no excuses for taking them
listed on the Student Job Board · (screens) out."
Bischoff added that there was
in the MUB including 13 posichecktions in Labor/Co nstruction , a more efficient means of
disposal.
her
at
screens
ing
10 in Office/Cle rical, 24 in
According to Bischoff, "The
Retail, 31 in Hot~l/Res taurant,
detector crew goes from
smoke
11 in Work Study, 46 in Domesroom to room a couple of times
tic and 47 in Miscellaneous.
a semester. They will be in the
.
.
rooms for a ·legitimate reason
____ .;.. _____ ___ -. and can easily check if the
- - - - - - - - - ~ screens are in place with a quick
I
glance."
Increasing ly, falling trash is
i ' I becoming an issue of safety,
I YY l,
rather than just cleanlines s.
Groundske epers, in particular,
--~--- ,
f 1 are in constant fear for their
I
• I safety.
·
.
I
Bischoff said groundskeepers ·
I
.
.
L
being frequently treated
"are
·
i
with abuse." Carskadda n described how "earlier in the year

r---- ----- --~-,

a student spit on and threw trash
at .a .g.r,o u,n4s k .ee p.e r:. '. '·
Carskadda n attempted to apprehend the perpetrato r, .l?ut
· ·
was unsuccessful.
Al-though Carskadda n is unable to bust every offender who
hurls trash from on high, he has
had several opportuni ties to
match his acumen with that of
the errant student. He said, "If
l find a pizza box outside the
building with a room number
on it, I will bring .it inside and
confront whoever lives in that
room."
Asked what he does when the
student sim.ply denies -ownership, Carskadda n replied, ".I
push the issue. If I think ·a:
student is lying, I tell him so.
The bottom line is, they're
responsible for that trash.''
On a lighter note, Carskaddan
added that, "trash has been less

of a problem this .year than in
past years. I beli~ve that the
students are ffiQre responsibl e
in general."··
If Bischoff has her way, ·srudents will continue to act responsibly. She is presently
involved with the Pride Committee, a· broad-base d org-anization devoted to raising ·the
conscious ness of students .r e. garding the aesthet~c quality of
their campus environme nt.
"Many students are attracted to the campus because of its
naru'ral beauty," Bischoff explained, "a:nd we'd like to keep ·
it that way."
Students can expect to see
literature bearing the slogan
"Pitch in for Pride" around '
campus soon. Ihe slogan will
be accompanied by a picture of
the UNH wildcat doing his part
to keep the campus clean.

1
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Bernice R. Sandler spf!Jaks on
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.A Campus Problem
· Tuesday, October 6, .1987

,Administrators will begin attacking the trash around Stoke
by installing screens in windO'\ys such as this one in the dorm.
·
(Antonio Velasco photo)

7p.m . .
Strafford Room
Memorial UnionUniversity of New Hampshire
Bernice R. Sandler 1s the Director for the Project on the Status and Education
of Women. Assoc1at10n of American Colleges and co-author of "Friends"
Raping Friends. Could n Happen To You? and Campus Gang Rape:

· Party Games?.

Free Admission

Wasting time driving around
looking for that parking space
is now a thing of the past. Let
COAST/Kari-Van get you
where you need to be on
campus when you have to be
there. Get off the bus just
steps from your class or near·
a shuttle stop:
COAST/Kari-Van is here to
get you there and we do it all
day long.·
So get out of the traffic and
get -on COAST/Kari~Van.

Program funding made possible by the President's Office.
Advertising rna·de possible by
Counseling and Testing
Public· Safety ·
Health Services
Department of Social Work _
Women's Studies
Residential Life .
Studen t Senate
Panhellenic Council·
lnterfraternity"~Co0~cil:

01 ST
.- ; ~ l1wiura ttcflf«}()//cf~
For information on schedules call (603) 862-2328.
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Safe Ride s ente rs
its seco nd year
By Nancy Taylor
After a night of partying off.campus, you search the scattered
crowds of people for your ride,
only to_ find Lim doing the
Spanish Hat dance on a table
with a lamp shade on his head.
You have had a little too much
to drink as w.ell and it is too late
for the shuttle. What can you
_
do?
Call Safe Rides, the alternative to drunken driving; which
is entering its second year.
"I am very pleased with our
record, yet our difficulty is in
, staffing, and I wish more people
would get in_volved," said Kat. hleen Gildea-Dinz eo, the cofounder of the program along
with Miggie Morrison.
Safe Rides is a student run ·
program that began as a "brainstorm to impact the commuter
campus," said Gildea-Dinz eo.
She said because of the large
amounts of dri_nking off campus,
M'0rrisori and Gildea-Dinz eo
spent two years planning the
program which eventually secured a $10,000 grant from
alumni funds.
Safe Rides is run in cooperation with Oyster River High
School, and adds "unity to the
co~munity between the Uni~
· versity and public school" according to Gildea-Dinze o. The
program is housed at the Catholic Student Center, and driv'er_s are disp?, rched m vl rious
.

, .. : . .
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locations from there.
Gildea-Dinzeo is pleased with
last year's succes:;; 160 rides
were given to students in need
"We even got thank you
letters from the riders," she said.
_ "The' main difficulty is staffing," said Gildea-Din zeo.
· "Some students work constant. .
ly."
volunteers who
all
They are
are .asked to give at least eight
hours per semester, or two
nights of driving. Many students
· donate much more of their time
according w Gildea-Dinzeo.
Local businesses often donate
videos and pizza for the students
when they are on duty. They
wait at the Catholic Student
Center from 10:00 p.in. to 2:00
a.m. for calls. The call ma·y be
from an intoxicated person or
one who is with that person and
needs a safe ride home she said.
Students on campus as a
whole do not seem aware of the
function of Safe Rides. "I have
heard of them but never used
them: I did not realize they were
for people other than those too
. drunk to drive." said Rebecca
_
Sellers, a sophomore.
Those students who do know
of the service speak highly of
the Safe Rides program though.
Accorcl'ing to Heather Johnston, a freshman, "It provides
and alternative even for s,omeone who does not drink."

'¾,

.
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- - - CLiFFE NOT ES--- --<continued from page 3)
and attainment of the American
o'ver 900 campuses. It has been
dream.
· He praised those students he at · UNH since 1948, which
said had asked "g1nuine ques- makes it the o1dest Christian
·. group on campus. ,
tions."
Knechtle spoke for almos_t an
He joked with one group of
gatherers that i_nstead of having hour Thursday night in the
bumpersticke rs which read 'He •Granite State Room of the
who dies with the most toys is MUB, addressing approximate the win_ner', they should say 'He ly 75 students. Heresponde d
who dies with the mos.t toys. is to questions concerning the
dead'·. · "The ultimate joy -is New Testament and the Jewish
loving God and serving people," faith. He encouraged students
to attend a Christian group on
Knechtle said.
Brink noted the change in campus and explore the validity
_
UNH since Knechtle's last visit of Jesus as Christ.
Student reaction to his disin 1982. At that time 300 to 400
gathered each day to ask ques- cuss.ions varied. Many students
tions and carry on intelligent passed by without stopping.
Others were pleased with his
arguements.
"People <1-re just apathetic and presence.
"He is different from .,t he rest
don't thipk about the issues
the ·campus preachers that
of
said.
Brink
anymore,"
Knechtle has spent the last have come ·because he shows
nine years traveling to campuses genuine interest in the student,"
all across the country. He speaks Elizabeth-Quackenbush, a senior
to students 30 weeks out of the Psychology major, s_aid.
"He raises questions in peoyear and his travels are funded
by the InterVarsity Christian ple's minds," Christi Rogers,
a member of Campus Crusaders
Fellowship.
·
This organization exists on for Christ, said.

·1

Safe Rides is an alternate route to driving after goiqg out and having a few brews. (file photo)

Pea ce Day plan ned Sun day
living things, and be creative.
By Denise Popp
Sullivan -said, "We can equate
. A Cathohc plea for peace will
be made this Sunday on Peace the garden with the continuing
Day, which commemorat es the of pea~e. Peace has to be worked
· at, just. like the completion -of
workof St. Francis of Assisi.
· ·
"I think that how. each of us .the garden."
Following the planting of the
decides to become peace persons
is up to ou'r own creative abil- garden will be the installation ities," said Sister Rosemary . of a plaque. Huzl stated, "The
Huzl, who has been a Franciscan peace ·plaque for enthronemen t
nun for 25 years. This statement - proclai.cns the site as ·a place of
sums up the theme for Peace _pea_ce '.t /fhe , plaque will-.. b_e
Day, robe held on-October4 ; dedICatedmf rontQf the-Catholic .
1987 from 1:30 .co 3:00 p.m. at Studerir·Center:
The -plaque i.s to remind
the Catholic Student Center
people that the Church of St.
grounds.
A blessing of animals by the Thomas More, the Catholic
St. Thomas More Pastor David Student Center and the ChrisMorley begins at 1 :30 p.m. tian Life Cemer are places of
beside the church, followed by peace.·
"It's up to us how :we bring
an ecumenical prayer s.ervice
that peace message into our own
for peace at 2 p.m.. .
Debbie Sullivan, a Catholie . everyday lives,." Huzl said. She
student at UNH said, "The- continued, "Each of us can
ecumenical service _will help - become a person of peace; our
people realize that it's not just everyday lives should reflect a
Catholics that want peace, it's stance of non-violence."
October_4th is the feast day
everybody."
Dr. Robert M. Bowman, the of Francis of Assisi. He is known
President of the Institute for as a man of peace and a lover
Space and Security Studies, will -of nature. The Franciscan nuns
be speaking at the Ecumenical have promised that each would
Prayer Service. · Rev. Albert try to dedicate or have dedicated
Snow of the St. George's Epis- places where· they minister as
copal Church, Rev. John Lynes
of Durham Community Church,.
Rev. Gail Murphy-Ge iss and
Rev. Paul Murphy-Gei ss, _the
protestant UNH Chaplains,
Rev. Frederick Pennett and Mrs.
Jeanne Wetherby, the Catholic
Student Ceriter Chaplains -will
also be participatin g in the
service.
At 2: 30 p.m. the activities
continue with the planting of
a peace garden.
UNH junior Bonnie Barlow
said, "It's a peaceful thing to ·
do. It's fun. _You get ~o work with

peace sites.
Huzl stated, "We are sponsoring it, but it's open to the
whole community and deanery." ·
Sister Nadine Overbeck, a
Franciscan nun said, "There will
also be a banner hung in front
of the St. Thomas More Church
donated by the parishoners of
the Church. .
I
Peace Day does not end Ofl
October,, 4th after the day's
~ctivities..' Every Wednesday for
the month of October there will
be meetings on var.taus topics,
at the Catholic Student Center.
The schedule is as follows: ·
October 7, Sr. Margaret
Crosby, SND, speaks on "God's
promise: Our Response--T he
Pastoral. on Peace."
October 14, Dr. lewis Roberts)r. will speak on "Beyond
_,,
War.
October 21, Mr. Richard T.
DiPentima speaks on "Dealing with and Healing Life's Pain:
Communicable Diseases, AIDS,
etc."
_ October 28, the movie, "Brother Son, Sister Moon" will ~be
shown.

BABBITT
(continued from page _l)

El Salvador, he answered that as Contrc;t-aid and the Persian _-pollution as well as· managment
of state lands. ·
·
El Salvador needs to ·be pres- gulf.
Warner Jones, president of
Babbitt answered a question
sured to stop violating human
·
·
Student Senate, said Babbitt
the
it
rights.
saying
t
environmen
on the
Babbitt also blames a mis- is no longer just a national had a -lot of good things to say.
guided foreign policy on Con- problem but a global issue.
"I think he had more solid
gress. He said Congress s_h ould Babbitt. has a strong record on
stop being so indecisive and environmen tal conservatio n answ~rs than (Pierre) DuPont
"fish or cut: bait'' on issues such - including fighting water and air did," he said.

B_ruce Babbitt spoke on issues such as drug testing, Seabrook,
and tuition costs in The Strafford· Room ·at die MUB on
't~ursday. (Mark Hamilton photo)

.
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UNIVERSITY JUDICIAL SYST EM
.

.

Disciplinary Action s for .Semes ter II, 1986-8 7
Members of the University Judicial Boards, the Student Senate and the' Administration are concerned
·~
that the campus community become ·familiar with our judicial process and standards of student
~
·conduct. Name_s are not released in compliance with Feder.al Law and University Policy. For
fu~t~er in!ormation a~out the Judicial System, refer to your Rights and Rules booklet or contact
.....~~-~"~Wilham Kidder, Associate Dean of Students or Saf'. ah Keith qr Derrick Hill, Judicial Coordinators,,,.,.~
.
. ·
at Huddleston Hall. ·

-~-;l;,, -

·AREA I HEARING OFFICER
DATE:01/23/1987

-ALLEGATION-:TAMPERING WITH FIRESAFETY AND/OR UNAUTHORIZED REMOVAL
-ACCUSER-:UNIVERSITY POLICE
-PLEAS-:GUILTY
-RECOMMENDA TION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTI ON-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); RESTITUTION (INCLUDE? "LETTER OF APOLOGY")
DATE:01/25/1987
-ALLEGATION-:INFRA CTION OF OTHER
UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES- KEG AND
OPEN CONTAINER
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
~PLEAS-:GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION -:DISCIPLINARY
"PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER '

i
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DATE:03/13/1987
-ALLEGATION-:UNAU THORIZED REMOVAL OF-PROPERTY
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY

-RECOMMENDATIO N-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (RE'."1AINDER OF SEMESTER
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBATl<?N (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
· DATE:03/27/1987
-ALLEGATION-:INFRA CTION OF OTHER
lJ.NIVERSITY DRINKING RULES- KEG AND
OPEN CONTAINDER; ALOCHOL USE
REG UAL TIONS (SELLING, ETC . UNDERAGE-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY
4!ECOMMEND_ATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (NEXT SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DJSCIP LINARY PROBATION (SPECIAL CONDITIONS)
DATE:03/27/1987

DATE:01/31/1987

-ALLEGATION-:DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE, DEFACEMENT OF PROPERTY
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUJL TY
-RECOMMENDATION -:JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER);
-ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
-SANCTION-:JEOPAR DY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
DATE:02/07/1987
-ALLEGATION-:RESPECT FOR' OTHERS
-ACCUSER-:LJNIVERSITY POLICE
-PLEAS-:NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION -,DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER F SEMESTER
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMSESTER
DATE:02/28/1987
-ALLEGATION-:OBJ ECTS THROWN ,
FROM WINDOWS
-ACCUSER-:UNIVERSITY POLICE
-PLEAS-:GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:LETTER OF CENSURE; SERVICE PROJECT
-SANCTION-:LETTER'OF CENSURE; SERVICE PROJECT

~

·DATE:03/04/1987
-ALLEGATION-:UNAU THORIZED REMOVAL OF PROPERTY
·J\CCUSER-:HALL E>IRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY

-RECOMMENDATIO N::DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REAMINDER OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIPLIARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
DATE:03/05/1987
-ALLEGATION-:UNAU THORIZED REMOVAL OF PROPERTY
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEA$:GUIL TY

·RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
-SANCTION-:DISC,:IPLINf\RY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
DATE:03/12/1987
-ALLEGATION-:INFRACTION OF OTHER
·UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES-KEG AND
· OPEN CONTAINER; UNAUTHORIZED
REMOVAL OF PROPERTY
-ACC~SER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY

-RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
·PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PRQBATION _(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)

-ALLEGATION-:INFRACTION OF OTHER
UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES- KEG AND
OPEN CONTAINER~ ALOCHOL USE REGUALTIONS (SELLING, ETC.-UNDERAGE-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; GUilTY

-RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (SPECIAL CONDITIONS)
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBA_TION (SPECIAL CONDITIONS)
DATE:03/28/ 1987
. -ALLEGATION-:GUES TS; DISTURBING
THE PEACE; HALL SPORTS
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; NOT GUilTY; "GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIP!,,INARY .
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:OISCIP LINARY PROBATJON (REMAINDl,:ROF SEMESTER)
DATE:04/06/1987 · ·

-ALLEGATION-:FAIL URE TO ADHERE
TO SPECIFIC REG UAL TIONS; UNAUTHROIZED REMOVAL OF PROPERTY
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NO PLEA (NOLO); NO PLEA
(NOLO)
-RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
-SANCTION-:DISCIPL INRY PROBA1ION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
DATE:04/07/1987
-ALLEGATION-:FAIL URE TO ADHERE
TO SPECIFIC REGULATIONS; UNAUTHORIZED REMOVAL OF PROPERTY
-ACCUSER~:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NO -PLEA (NOLO); NO PLEA
(NOLO)
:JlECOMMENDATION -:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMSTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PRQ,BATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
DATE:04/11/1987

-ALLEGATION-:HARASSMENT
-ACCUSER-:UNIVERSITY POLICE
-PL~AS-:NO PLEA (NOLOi
-RECOMMENDATION -:RESTITUTION
(INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY");
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER
OF SEMESTER PLUS I -SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:RESTITU TION (INCLUDES
DATE:05/03/1987
-ALLEGATION-:INFRACTION OF OTHER
UNIVERSITY.DRINKING RULES- KEG AND
OPEN CONTAINER; ALOCHOL USE REGULATIONS (SEWNG,ETC.-UNDE RAGE-

-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATIO N-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PL!.JS 1 SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIPINARY PROBATION
· (REMAINDER OF S~MESTER)
DATE:05/03/1987
-ALLEGA;TION-:ST ERO-HIFI ·sys.
TEMS/QUIET HOURS
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY .
-RECOMMENDA TIO~-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATiON (REMAINDE OF SEMESTER
1 SEMESTER)
PLUS
.
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
1 SEMESTER)
'j

DATE:05/15/1987
-AL:LEGATION-:GU ESTS; VERBAL
ABUSE; SEXUAL HARASSMENT; ACTING
IN CONCERT
-ACCUSER-:STUDENT
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; NOT GUIL_T Y; NOT
GUILTY; NOT GUILTY
-RE<~OMMENDATION-:SERVICE PROJECT
-SANCTION-:SERVICE PROJECT

AREA II HEARING OFFICER
. DATE:02/05/1987

-ALLEGATION-:UNAUTHROIZED REM0VAL OF PROPERTY
-ACCUSER-:UNIVERSITY POLICE
~PLEAS-:GUIL TY
-RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
DATE:02/13/1987
·.-ALLEGATION-:FAI LURE TO ADHERE
TO SPECiFIC REGULATIONS; DISTURBING THE PEACE; ACTING IN CONCERT
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; GUILTY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION -:RESTITUTION
(INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY");
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER
OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:RE~TITUTION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF APPOLOGY"); DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
DATE:02/13/1987

-A.L LEGATION-:FAILURE T0 ADHERE
TO SPECIFIC REGULATIONS; DISTUR.BING THE PEACE; ACTING IN CONCERT
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR,
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; NO-PLEA (NOLO); NOT
GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION -:RESTITUTION
(INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY");
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER
OF SEMSTER)
-SANCTION-:RESTITU TION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY"); DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
DATE:02/13/1987
-ALLEGATION-:RESPECT FOR OTHERS;
ACTING IN CONCERT; DISTURBING THE
PEACE; INTERFERENCE WITH UNIVERSITY OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES
-ACCUSE~,:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUIL TY; NO PLEA (NOLO);
GUILTY; NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATIO N-:RESTITUTION
(INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY");
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINQER
OF SEMESTER); WRITTEN PAPER/COMMUNITY PROJECT

-SANCTION-:RESTITUTION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY"); DESCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF ~EMESTER); WRITTEN PAPER/COMMUNITY
PROJECT
DATE:02/13/1987

-ALLEGATION-:ACTING IN CONCERT;
DISTURBING THE PEACE; INTERFERENCE_WITH u·NIVERSITY OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES; FAILURE TO ADHERE TO
SPECIFCl REGULATIONS
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NO PLEA (NOLO); GUILTY; NOT
GUILTY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION -:RESTITUTION
(INCLUDES "LETTER 01: APOLOGY");
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER
OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER); JEO. PARDY OF RELOCATION
-SANCTION-:RESTIT UION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY"); DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMSTER
PLUS 1 SEMESTER); JEOPARDY OF REL- .
OCATION
DATE:02/13/1987
-ALLEGATION-:FAIL URE TO ADHERE
TO SPECIFIC-REGUALTIONS; DISTURBING THE PEACE; ACTING IN CONCERT
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; GUILTY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION -:RESTITUTION
(INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY");
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER
OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:RESTITUTION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY"); DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
(V

DATE:12/05/1986
-ALLEGATION-:CRE ATING FIRE HAZARDS-FLAMMABLES ,
- -ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NO PLEA (NOLO)
-RECOMMENDATION -:RESTITUTION
(INCLUDES 'LETTER OF APOLOGY')
-SANCTION-:RES TITUTION (IN.CLUDES 'LETTER OF APOLOGY;)
DATE:12/08/1986
-ALLEGATION-:DEST RUCTION, DAMAGE, DEFACEMENT OF PROPERTY;
LEWD OR INDECENT BEHAVIOR
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; GUILTY

-RECOMMENDATION -:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBA- TION ,( REMAINDER OF SEMESTER; ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
DATE:12/20/1986

-ALLEGATION-:REFUSING TO IDENTIFY
ONESELF OR SHOW PROPER UNIVERSITY INDENTIFICATION; TAMPERING
WITH FIRE-SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND/OR
UNAUTHORIZED USE
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT GUILTY; NOT GUILTY;
NOT GUILTY; NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER);
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER
OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER); RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOLOGY;')
-SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICITON
(REMAINDER OF SEMSETER); DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (RE~AINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SE.MESTER); RESTITUTION (INCLUDES ' 'LETTER OF
APOLOGY")

DATE:01/23/1987 .
-ALLEGATION-:GUESTS
· -ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY

-RECOMMENDATION -:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); MISC. MEETINGS: COUNSELING .
& TESTING, ADVISORS, HALL DIRECTORS, WORKSHOPS,
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); MISC.
MEETINGS: COUNSELING & TESTING,
ADVISORS, HALL DIRE<;::TORS; WORKSHOPS,ETC.
DATE:03/21-1987
-ALLEGATION-:OB JECTS THROWN
FROM WINDOWS: FLAMMABLES: POSSESSION OF FIREWORKS OR EXPLOSIVES
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY, GUILTY: GUILJY
-RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY .
PROBATION (REMAIND.ER OF THE SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF THE SEMESTER)

'l·

~·
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DATE:03/21-1987
-ALLEGATION-:OBJ ECTS THROWN
FROM WINDOWS: FLAMMABLES: POSSESSION OF FIREWORKS OR EXPLOSIVES
~ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
t~S-:GUILTY: GUILTY: GUILTY
· , COMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
P~BATION (REMAINDER OF THE SEMES'rER)
-SAN~TION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBATION <RtMAINDER OF THE SEMESTER)

-DATE-:04/15/1987
-ALLEGATION-:DEST RUCTION, DAM_AGE, DEFACEMENT OF PROPERTY
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION ~:RESTITUTION
(INCLUDES NLETTER OF APOLOGY~;
SERVICE PROJECT; DISCIPLINARY PROBATiON (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER 0~ SEM~STER)
-DATE-:04/18/I987
-ALLEGATION-:INFRA CTION OF OTHER
UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES - KEG
AND OPEN CONTAINER; ALCOHOL USE
REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC. - UNDERAGE)
-ACCUSER-:OTHER ADMINISTRATION
STAFF
-PLf,:AS-:GiJILTY; GUILTY; GUILTY;
GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF-SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIP LINARY PROBA. TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)

-DATE-:04/18/1987
-ALLEGATION-:INFRA CTION OF OTHER
UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES - KEG
P.ND OPEN CONTAINER; Al.COHOL USE
REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC . - UNDERAGE)
· -ACCUSER-:OTHER ADMINISTRATION

STAFF
-f'LEAS-:GUI;.,.TY; GUILTY; GUJ~TY;
GUILTY

-RECOMMEr~OATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (t~EMAl~DER JF SEMESTER
·
PLUS 1 SEMESTER)
.s ,<NCTION-:JEOPARD Y OF EVICTION
(P.EMAINDER (?F SEMESTERPLUS 1 SEMESTER)

.

j
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-DATE-:05/07/1987
-ALLEGATION-:ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC, - UNDERAGE);
INFRACTION OF OTHER UNIVERSITY
DRINKING RULES - KEG AND OPEN
CONTAINER;
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; GUILTY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PLUS 1 SEMESTER)
- -SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION. (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
1 SEMESTER)
-DATE-:05/07/1987
-ALLEGATION-:ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC. - UNDERAGE);
INFRACTION OF STATE LAWS ON DRINKING (UNDERAGE, SERVIN9 TO MINORS)

-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PLUS ·1 SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBA: .
TION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
l SEMESTER)

UN IVERSITY JUDICIAL
BOARD
-DATE-:12/14/1986
-ALLEGATiON-:DRUNKENESS; DISTURBING THE PEACE; VERBAL ABUSE
AGAINST STAFF
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
, PLEAS- :NO PLEA (NOLO); GUil TY;
GUILTY
,
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER
OF APOLOGY")
-SANCTION-:RESTITUTION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY")
-DATE-:12/14/1986
sALLEGATION-:DRUNKENESS; DISTURBING THE PEACE; VERBAL ABUSE
AGAINST STAFF
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY;GUILTY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDEROF SEMESTER); RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER
OF APOLOGY")
-SANCTION-:RESTITUTION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF, APOLOGY"); DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)

-DATE-: 12/15/1986
.-ALLEGA TION-:VERBAL ABUSE
AGAINST STAFF; DRUNKENESS
;_~ACCUSER-:HALI\.DIRECTOR
. ,fJ
;~PLEAS-:NOT GUILTY; NOT GUILTY
--RECOMMENDATION-:BARRED FROM
·SPECIFIC AREA ON CAMPUS; JEOPARDY
OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMES·TER); RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER
OF APOLOGY")
-SANCTION-:RESTITUTION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY"); RELOCATION

-DATE:12/18/1986
.-ALLEGATION-:INFRACTION OF
ST ATE LAWS ON DRINKING (UNDERAGE,
SERVING TO MINORS); GUESTS
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT GUilTY; NOT GUilTY
- -RECOMMENDATION- :JEOPARDY
OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS ! .SEMESTER)
-DATE-:01/21/1987
~ALLEGATION-:USE OF DRUGS
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NO CONT!:ST
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL;
MISC. MEETINGS: COUNSELING AND
TESTING -SANCTION-:JfOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
-DATE:01/23/1987
-ALLEGATION-:ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC.- UNDERAGE;
GUESTS
-ACCUSER-:PIALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; GUilTY
.
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)';" WORK WITH HALL DIRECTOR
AND/OR STAFF
-SANCTION- :DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)

-DATE:01/25/1987 .
-ALLEGATION-: VEK3A!. ABUSE
AGAINST STAFF; · VERBAL ASSAULT;
RESPECT FOR OTHERS; DESTRUCTION,
DAMAGE, DEFACEMENT OF PROPERTY,
DISTl 'PEING THE PFACE
-ACCUSER-:t-i/\LL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS- :GUILT'.'; GUILTY; GUILTY ;
GUILTY; GUILTY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER_ PLUS 2 SEMESTERS); EVICTION;
RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF
APOLOGY")
-SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
2 SEMESTERS); RESTIT:.JTION (INLCUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY"); MISC. MEET- _
INGS: COUNSELING & TESTING .
-DA"!'E:01/30/1987
-A __C:GATION-:VE;RBAL ABUSE
.!!. . . \ 11\JST STAF1=; DRl'NKENESS : FAILURE TO 'ADHERE TO SPECIFIC REGULATIONS; SMOKING
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT GUILTY; GUILTY; NOT
GUilTY; NOT GUilTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/QRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
-SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL;
MISC. MEETINGS: COUNSELING & TEST,
ING, ADVISORS

-DA TE:91/30/1987
,
-ALLEGATION-:VERBAL BUSE AGAINST
STAFF; DRUNKENESS; FAILURE TO ADHERE TO SPECIFIC REGULATIONS; _SMOKING
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
1
-PLEAS-:NOT GUILTY; GUILTY; NOT
GUILTY; NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
-SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL;
MISC. MEETINGS: COUNSELING & TESTING, ADVISORS
-DATE:01/30/1987
-ALLEGATION-:VERBAL ABUSE
AGAINST STAFF; DRUNKENESS; FAILURE to ADHERE TO SPECIFIC REGULATIONS: SMOKING
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT GUil TY; GUil TY; NOT
GUilTY; NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION ('REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); ALCOHOLf DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
.
-SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SUSPENSION);
ALCOHOL/DRUG EDU~A TION REFERRAL; MISC. MEETINGS: COUNSELING &
TESTING, ADVISORS

l:

-DATE:01/30/1987
_-ALLEGATION-:ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC-UNDERAGE);
DRUNKENESS; INTERFERENCE WITH
UNIVERSITY OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES
, -ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT GUil TY; NOT GUil TY;
NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEQPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); AL- COHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL

C

-DATE:01/30/1987
-ALLEGATION-:ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC. -UNDERAGE);
DRUNKENESS; INTERFERENCE WITH
UNIVERSITY OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT GUILTY; NOT GUILTY;
NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDE OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIPL:INARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
-DATE:01/30/1987
. -ALLEGATION-:ALCOHOL USE REGUALTIONS (SELLING, ETC. - UNDERAGE);
DRUNKENESS; INTERFERENCE WITH
UNIVERSITY OR CIVIL AUTHORITIES
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT GUil TY; NOT GUil TY;
NOTGUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:NONE
. -SANCTION-:NONE
sDATE:01/30/1987
-ALLEGATION-:GUESTS, ACTING IN
CONCERT
.
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
~PLEAS-:NOT GUilTY; NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:NONE
-SANCTION-:NONE
-DATE:0l/30/i987
-ALLE'GATION-:DRINKING IN PUBLIC;
ACTING IN CONCERT
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PL~S-:NOT GUILTY; NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:NONE
-SANCTION-:NONE

-DATE:01/30/1987
-ALLEGATION-:ACTING IN CONCERT
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT Gl,)ILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:NONE
-SANCTION-:NONE
-DATE:O l/30i 1987
-ALLEGATION~:DRINKING IN PUBLIC;
ALCOHOL USE REG UALTIONS (SELLING,
ETC.- UNDERAGE) ,_
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; GUilTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAIDER OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PR_OBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
dlATE:01/31/198'1
-ALLEGATION-:DRUNKENESS; TERMS
OF OCCUPANCY; DAMAGE
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; NOT GUil TY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); OTHER; RESTITUTION (INLCUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY") .
-SANCTION-:RESTITUTION (INCLUDES
"LETT.ER OF APOLOGY"); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL; DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF
SEMESTER) _

·DATE:0 1/31/ 19137
-ALLEGATION-:DRUNKENESS; ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC.UNDERAGE)
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; GUilTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARD'Y OF
SUSPENSION (R!:MAINDER OF SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
-SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
_-DATE:02/07/1987
-ALLEGATION-:INFRACTION OF OTHER
UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES- KEG AND
OPEN CONTAINER; GUESTS
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUIL TY; GUilTY
-RECOMMENDA.TION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER -OF SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
-SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
-DATE:02/12/1987
-ALLEGA TION-:CREATING FIRE
HAZARDS- -FLAMMABLES ; DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE, DEFACEMENT OF PROPERTY
-ACCUSER-:UNIVERSITY POLICE
-PLEAS-:GUIL TY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); SERVICE PROJECT
-SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1);
SERVICE PROJECT
-DATE:02/13/1987
. -ALLEGATION-:ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC. - UNDERAGE);
GUESTS; LOUNGE FURNITURE; TERMS
OF OCCUPANCY; DISTURBING THE
PEACE
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUIL TY; GUil TY; GUil TY;
GUilTY; GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER QF SEMESTER)
-DATE:02/15/1987
-ALLEGATION-:AGTING IN CONCERT
-ACCUSER-:l;iALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUIL TY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (RE;MAINDER OF SEMESTER);
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER
OF SEMESTER); SERVICE PROJECT ·
-SANCTION-:SERVICE PROJECT; DIS. _CIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF
SEMESTER PLUS 2 SEMESTERS)
-DATE:02/15/1987
-ALLEGATION-:ACTING IN CONCERT
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATIQN (REMJ\INDER OF SEMESTER); SERVICE PROJECT; JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
2 SEMESTERS)
-DATE:02/15/1987
-ALLEGA TION- : CREATIN·G FIRE
HAZARDS- FLAMMABLES
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:EVICTION; JEOPARDY Of SUSPl;NSION (REMAfNDER
OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS
2 SEMESTERS); SERVICE PROJECT

-DATE:02/15/1987
-ALLEGATION-:TERMS OF OCCUPANCY; CREATING FIRE HAZARDS- FLAM- MABLES
-A(:CUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUILTY; NOT GUILTY
~RECOMMENDATION-:EVICTION; JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER
OF SEMESTER)
-SANCTION, :SERVICE PROJECT; JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER
OF SEMESTE PLUS 2 SEMESTERS) ·
-DATE:02/20/1987
-ALLEGATION-:SEXUAL ASSAULT; RESPECT FOR OTHERS; LEWS OR INDECENT BEHAVIOR; ACTING IN CONCERT
-ACCUSER-:UNIVERSITY POLICE
-PLEAS-:NOT G·UIL TY; NOT GUil TY;
NOT GUILTY; NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:DISMISSAL
-SANCTION-:SUSPENSION (SPECIAL
CONDITIONS)
-DATE:02/20il987
-ALLEGATION-:SEXUAL ASSAULT; RESPECT FOR OTHERS; ACTING IN CON·CERT; LEWS OR INDECENT BEHAVIOR
-ACCUSER-:UNIVERSITY POLICE
-P-LEAS-:NOT GUil TY; NOT GUil TY ;
NOT GUilTY; NOT GUilTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:DISMISSAL
-SANCTION-:N_ONE
-DATE:02/21/1987
-ALLEGATION-:RESPECT FOR OTHERS;
VERBAL ABUSE AGAINST STAFF; DRUNKENESS;(GUESTS
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT GUILTY; NOT GUil TY;
NOT GUilTY; NOT GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:EVICTION; ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL
-SANCTION-:EVICTION; ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL; RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTEROF APOLOGY")
-

-DAT-£:03/06/ 1987
-ALLEGATION-:RESPECT FOR OTHERS
-ACCUSER-:UNIVERSITY POLICE
-PLEAS-:GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:NONE
-SANCTION-:RESTITUTION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY"); DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PLUS 1 SEMESTER)
-DATE:03/07/1987
-ALLEG-ATION-:UNAUTHROIZED ENTRY; UNAUTHORIZED REMAOVAL OF
PROPERTY; DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE,
DEFACEMENTpF ~ROP.ERTY; EXCESSIVE DRINKING
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUIL TY; GUil TY; GUil TY;
GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION~:EVICTION; RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF APOL- OGY")
-SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATIO
REFERRAL; RESTITUTION (INLCUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY")
-DATE:03/2Z/1987
-ALLEGATION,:ACTING IN CONCERT; ·
POSSESSION OF FIREWORKS OR EXPOLSIVES; RESPECT FOR OTHERS; FALSE
FIRE ALARMS/REPORTS
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT GUil TY; NOT GUil TY;
NOT GUILTY; NOT GUilTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:NONE
-SANCTION-:NONE
-DATE:03/27/1987
-ALLEGATION-:ACTING IN CONCERT;
FAL-SE FIRE ALARMS/REPORTS; DISTURBING THE PEACE; HALL SPORTS
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:NOT GUil TY; NOT GUil TY;
NOT GUilTY; GUilTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:NONE
-SANCTION-:LETTER OF WARNING;
RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER OF
APOLOGY")
-DATE:03/27/1987
-ALLEGATION-:DRUNKENESS; DESTRUCTION; DAMAGE; DEFAMCEMENT
OF PROPERTY; PHYSICAL ASSAULT;
RESPECT .FOR OTHERS
-ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
-PLEAS-:GUIL TY; GUil TY ; GUil TY;
GUILTY
-RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER O_
F SEMESTER); JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (RE- MAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER); _ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION
REFERRAL
.
-SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REAMINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER); ALCOHOL/DRUG ECUCATION
REFERRAL

ASSOCIATE BOARD
DATE-:02/27/1987
-ALLEGATJON-:UNAUTHORIZED REMOVAL OF PROPERTY
ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
PLEAS-:GUILTY
RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER)
.
.
.

DATE-:02/27/1987
ALLEGATION-:UNAUTHORIZED REM1
OVAL OF PROPERTY
ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
PLEAS-:GUILTY
RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY P8OBATION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER)

0

DATE-:02/27/1987
ALLEGATION-:UNAUTHORIZED REMOVAL OF PROPERTY
,
ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
PLEAS-:NO CONTEST
RECOMMENDATION-:DISCIPLINARY
PROBATION,(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SE, MESTER)
DATE-:03/04/1987
ALLEGATION-:STEREO-HIFI STSTEMS/
QUIET HOURS; HARASSMENT; TERMS
OF OCCUPANCY
ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
PLEAS-:NOT GUILTY;NOrGUILTY;
NOT GUILTY
RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PLUS 1 SEMESTER)
SANCTION-:DISCIPLINARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER); RELOCATION
DATE-:03/06/1987
ALLEGATION-:INFRACTION OF OTHER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES- KEG
AND OPEN CONTAINER; FAILURE TO
ADHERE TO SPECIFIC REGULATIONS
ACCUSER-:OTHER ADMINISTRA'fION
STAFF
PLEAS-:NOT GUilTY; NOT GUILTY
RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER ·of SEMJ:STER)

DATE-:03/06/1987
ALLEGATION-:INFRACTION OF OTHER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES- KEG
AND OPEN CONTAINER; FAILURE TO
ADHERE TO SPECIFIC REGULATIONS
ACCIJSER-:OTHER ADMINISTRATION
STAFF
PLEAS-:NOT GUilTY; NOT GUilTY
RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
DATE-:03/06/1987 _
ALLEGATiON-:INFRACTION OF OTHER
UNIVERSITY DRINKING-RULES- KEG
AND OPEN CONTAINER; FAIL URE TO
ADHERE TO SPECIFIC REGULATIONS
ACCUSER-:OTHER ADMINISTRATION
STAFF
PlEAS-:NOT GUilTY; NOT GUILTY
. RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
SANCTION~:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
.(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
DATE-:03/06/1987
ALLEGATION-:GUESTS; ALCOHOL
USE REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC.UNDERAGE); INFRACTION OF OTHER
UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES- KEG AND
OPEN CONTAINER
ACCUSER-:OTHER ADMINISTRATION
STAFF
PLEAS-:NO PLEA (NOLO); NO PLEA
(NOLO·); GUILTY; GUilTY
RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PLUS 1 SEMESTER)
SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
DATE-:03/06/1987
ALLEGATION-:INFRACTION OF OTHER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES- KEG
AND OPEN CONTAINER; FAILURE TO
ADHERE TO SPECIFIC REGULATIONS;
ALCOHOL. USE REGULATIONS ACCUSER-:OTHER ADMINISTRATION
STAFF
PLEAS-:GUILTY: GUilTY; NO PLEA
(NOLO); NO PLEA (NOLO)
RECOMMENDATION- :JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PLUS ! 'SEMESTER)
SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER)
DATE-:03/06/1987
ALLEGATION-:FAILURE TO ABIDE BY CONDITIONS OF OCCUPANCY IN RESIDENCE HALLS; ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS (SELLING, ETC.- UNDERAGE);
INFRACTION OF OTHER UNIVERSITY
DRINKING RULES
ACCUSER-:OTHER ADMINISTRATION
STAFF
PLEAS-:NO PLEA (NOLO); NO PLEA
(NOLO); GUILTY; GUILTY
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Come toa NEWNews People meeting!
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· ·wednesday, OCtOber' itn~ at 7:00p.m; in the
Rockingham Room inthe MUB
· Get yqur nam~ in print and over the airwa~es!
Get ,valuable experi-ehce in print journalism_at

The New Hampshire and in broadcastjournalism at WUNH.:·
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His mother's ~mile,
··his fathe-r's eyes,· and
his grandfather's
arthritis;

A

Jake Baldwin
Director
·Marketing·& Information
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As a campus representative
yoo'II be responsible for placlrig
advertising materials ora bulletin
boards and working on
marketing programs for cllenti,
such as American Express, .
Boston University, Eurall, and .
various movie companies,
· among other~. ParHlm1:1 work, ·
choose your dwn 'hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay

~

_,

yol'.I ~re self-motivated, hardworking, and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or wrlte ·for
more Information to:
AMERICAN PASSAOE .
NETWQB1{
,
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL. 60648

1 (800) 221-5942 or
(312) 647-6860
CHICAGO. DALLAS LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK SEATTLE
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campus here," she said.
student patrols expedence· an
1-!st year's . Public Safety identity problem on campus. He·
budget consi~ted of $186,520 added, "A lot of students don't
. for police patrc,l, $216,801 for consider- them cops, and have
police, security, and $1..71,182 a lack of respect for them .
. for Public Safety administration. Therfeore, they are not as
·Bruce . Spencer of Financial effective as they should be."
, Affairs said he expects an overAn increase. in t-he demand
all ded:-ease in the budget this for escort services has forced
year.
the department ·ro use patrol
Said Thomas, "If the condi- officers frequently for escorts.
t.ions were of such · that we Calls for escorts have increased
needed to give back any of the · from two to three a· ~ighc lase
. positions lost on Public Saf~ty, year to 12 to 15 a night chis year.
we would."
, "This cakes away from· the
Thomas said .. she does not officers' duties, and contributes
foresee a proQlem in the depart- ro inconsistent ·patrolling,"
. ment operations.
Beaudoin said.
"They a-re able to employ . · Respoµse co service calls have
pare-time people when .the need -been hindered as well. "In the
. arises,"•she said.
. past it took us i .1/2 minutes
Beaudoin said he disagrees ·. to reach a situation. Now it takes
with Thomas, because part-time up to four minutes," Beaudoin_
officers do not have full knowl- said. ·
·
edge of the campus a9d departBeaudoin said an increase in
ment procedures. .
..
staff for increased visibility,
"To ·say part-time pepple can increased resources for a crime
fulfill our ne·e ds is ·incorrect-· prevention system co educate
... should sit.u ations occur that students, and increased inter· require imrnediate profession.a.I ~ action with the community wiU
. attention, we may not be doing restore conf ide'flce in the Public
the right thing by sending those Safety department.
people out," he said.
Beaudoin said two part-time

+♦
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.BEYON D WAR COMES TO UNH
BEYOND WAR IS A NATIONAL AND -EDUCATIONAL GRASSROOTS MOVEMENT WHICH MAINTAINS THAT WA.R JUST DOES

NOT WORK ANYMORE, AND THAT WE MUST LEARN-HOW TO
RESOLVE ALL CONFLICTS WITHOUT RESORTING TO v ·IOLENCE.
STUDENT AND COMMUNITY. VOLUNTEERS WILL BE ON
CAMPUS FROM· OCTOBER 5TH THROUGH THE 15TH TO
DIALOGUE WITH STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF ABOUT
A·W.ORLD BEYOND WAR. WE SHALL ALSO .WORK-WITH TilE
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES TO FIND NON~MILITA RY SOLUTIONS TO CONFLICTS THROtJGH-OUT··THE WORLD .

-l NDIVID U.A LS .CAN .MAKE
A DIFFERENCE!

OR SALE
)

SCHEDU LE OF E,VENTS
KEYNOTE SPEAKER ·
DR. MICHAEL E. KAHN
"LASERS, ECONOMICS, AND THE ARMS RACE"
4 PM MONDAY; OCTOBER 5TH
HOWES AUDITORIUM (RM 152) DEMERRITT HALL
.

.

'

DAILY
10-2:00
. .Information Table & Vidoes ... M.U.B.

EVENING S

Sigma Alpha Epsilon helped UNH students and others prepare
for the upcoming months by holding a!). overcoat sale in the
MUB this ast week. (Mark Hamilton photo)

UN IVER S·I TY

NEW

OF

7-9:00

MONDAY, Oct. 5TH ...... .Introduction to Beyond War
Jesse Doe Hall
TUESDAY, Oct. 6 ....... Introduction to Beyond War
Devine Hall
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 7 ....... Introduction to Beyond War
Hubbard Hall
THURSDAY, Oct. 8 ....... "Nicaragua" Video & Discussion
Carlos Gonzales
Smith Hall
MONDAY, Oct. 12 ....... Communication s Workshop
Jesse Doe Hall
.. TUESDAY, Oct. 13 .....-.. Communication s Workshop
Devine Hall
· WEDNESDAY, Oct. 14 ... ~ ... Communication s Workshop
Huubard Hall
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 14 .... ~ .. "Beyond War: A New Way of Thinking"
· Lew Roberts
Catholic Student Center

HAMPSHIRE

THEATER
RUN AWA YS
the. musical by Elizabeth Swad'os
directe.d by Carol L11cha-Burns
Performances:
October 2,3,q, 10 at 8 P.M
October 7 and 8 at 7 P.M
October 7 at 10:30 AM
Johnson Theater ·
Paul Creative Arts Center
Dur.ham

General: $7.50
UNH Students/Employees/
Alumni, and Senior Citizens: $b.00
Dinner Theater PackageNew England Ceriter Restaura_nt

i
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RUllS& REGISfRATION·

Regi~tration Fee - $5.00 / Day of Jud gin g- $10.00
Regis tratio n Fee is Non-: Refun d~ble .

· Procee ds of Regist ration.Fee are to be .
given away in a drawin g to contes t partic ipants on Octobe r 12, 1987

2. Pro class not include d in drawin g

1. Vehicle must be judged to enter drawin g

Qua lific atio n's star t SepteID:ber 8 end s Oct obe r 10.
Mu st hav e vel1 icle pre sent to qua lify
'

'

'

PM, with
Judgi ng on all classes to be h~ld on Octo ber 10, 1987 betwe en 10 AM - 6
. winn er anno unced at comp letion of judging.

Jud ging Gui deli nes &· Cri teri a Incl ude :
• Soun d Qual ity • Insta llatio n Qual ity • Soun d Press ure Level

*
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Com peti tion Clas ses:·

· ·
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Con sum er Car s
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1-100
101-150
151-300
301-500
501-u p

\X' a tts
\X' a tts
\X'atts
\X'atts

Pro Car s

-

• Wors t in show
• Owne rs & or emplo yees
of Car Audio i )ealer ships; • Best in show
• Best factor y
Audio 1'1anu factur ers
instal led in show
• 0-800 \X'atts
• 801 -up

__ __ __ __ __ __~ - - - - - - - - - - - -- , - - .
• T-Sh irts give n awa y with each regis trati on .
,
· il1 ~)> • Trop hies to be awa rded in all cata gori es.
For more details contac t the Audiophile.
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Fair," in
The University of New Hampshire Band marched in the Grande Parade on Ne.w Hampshire Day at The Big E, "New England's Great State
,
West Springfield, MA'. (Vincent S. D'Addario photo) ·· ·
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POLITICAL ANALYIST .AND AUTHOR OF
"THE FITZGERALDS AND THE KENNEDYS~'
'
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THE PRESIDE NCY AND THE
AMERlC AN PEOPLE
.
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Tuesday, Octobe r 6th, 7:3(;
in Room 151 in the MUB.

GRANITE ST AT(; ROOM, MUB -
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Editorial
Reg ister .to win
For years, as long as anyone can re-.
member, the leaders in the UNH community have criticized the general student body
for its apathy. People have cried _that
students need to get "involved." A nebulous
with studen·t
,
. demand that has been met
ambivalence, rather than action.
· Students should register to vote as a
specific~ positive step to becoming involved not only in the UNH community, but as
a citizen of the United States. As a UN.H
student, who spends nearly eight months
out of the year in Durham, you can regis.t er
to vote for local, state a11d national elections
· at the Durham Town Clerks office. It is
a pa•inless procedure that anyone w-ho is
18 years of age by Nov~mber 3, 1987, and
a U.S. citizen, with a birth certificate or
passport, can do. But you must do it before
October 24 in order to vote i~the up coming
Durham Town Council and presidential
primary elections.
Along with the registration comes the
resporisibilit y to examine the issues, the
candidates, and the values we hold as a
community. In the process of armi°:g
ourselves with information to make intelligent decisions, we become INVOLVED.
T~o opportunities will arise in the course
of this academic year to exercise our right
to vote and expr-ess the "will of the p€ople":
the Durham Town Council election and
the first in the nation presidential primary.
In the Town Council race, 3 I _candidates

Studyin g
To the Editor,
In reierence to the article by
Charlie Jones in the "University
Forum" section of the New Hampshire on Friday 9/18: Excellent!
That really got me motivated. It
made me think. We should challenge -ourselves educational_ly; and
should not attend UNH Just to
·
concentrate on Partying 401.
But two things impeded,_me from
making the most progress in my
studies this weekend. First, Kendall
Librf!ry closed at 5 p.m. on Friday.
O.K., so maybe there isn't a high
demand for Kendall on Friday
nights; But I'm sure I'm not_ alone
in the fact that I work wntil 6:30
and h~ve papers due for L.S.&A.
classes that require doing research
at Kendall.
O.K,, fine, so I read ahead _a
·
.chapter in a class.
Saturday morning I get up at 7 :00
with all good intensions of. ha".ing
a very pro~uctive day of studying.
But Saturday isn't much different
from Friday. 'I:'he Library and the
M.U.B. both don't open until 10:00.
So if I want. to study I h.a ve to do
it in iny room; which leaves .research·

: ·.
1

person, said there will be several "meet
are vying for the nine council seats. Of those
the candidates" nights scheduled :i11 the ·
candidates, four are entered from the UNH
Strafford Room of the MUB on Oci:ober
sector of the community: Scott Chesney,
20 from 7 :00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. and in the
associate director of Residential · Life;
three areas'-residence halls, dares and times
Richard Hersh, vice president of Academic
to be announced.
Affairs; John Hurney and Tim Silk, who
Also, remember that t·he presidential
are both students . . .
campaign trail runs right through Durham. Never before has a student been elected
to the Town Council,-but not for the lack - As the Nature of the Presidency lecture
series continue~, students have direct access
of trying. Students have failed -to win seats
.to the candidates, a form of campaigning
on the decision making board because of
called "retail" exposure. Political scientists
poor ·student voter turn out. Last year only
said that after New Hampshire and
.have
850 UNH students, less than 10 percent
vote
to
Iowa, the candidates switch to a slick media
of the studtnt body, even registered
blitz', or so-called ''wholesale" c·ampaigning.
in the Town· Council -election.
represWe have _the unique opportunity to
Past councils, without student
the man (neither the Democrats
than
qu~stion
more
for
illegal
it
entation, have made
have yet to offer a
Republicans
the
one
nor
in
live
to
people
three non-related
will -be the "leader
who
candidate)
woman
directly
aimed
criterion,
house. This zoning.
our generation,
which
world,"
free
with
the
of
faced
already
_
students
at UNH
inherit. As
will
worse,
for
or
better
one
for
just
.is
prospects,
housing
shrinking
registered voters, students are . a force to
of ordinances which makes Durham one
be_ reckoned with in the New Hampshire
of the most restricted _towns in New
pr~~ary.
Hampshire.
This year, UNH students have to ·turn
out in droves _to put Hurney and Silk on
We are here at UNH learning to be the
· the Town Council ·to represent students
leaders of tomorrow. Part Qf that education
in zoning and ordinance issues which effect
.,
is taking res ponsibilty now ~s voters, to
.
our lives in Durham.
shape the corr{munity and world-in which
One student organizatic{n interested in
we live. This should be the year of the
.. r,e gistering and informing students for the
upcoming Town Council election is the · highest student ·voter regisr-r ation and
election turn out, because we are not
Students for the University Council of the
apathetic and we do care!
Student Senate. Jay Gould, council chair-

out. And I have to study for three
hours on an empty sfomach because
the dining halls, like the rest of
campus, believe U.N.H. should not
acknowledge sunlight until 10:00
a.m .. It's no wonder why everyone
goes home on the weekends.
· I'm very busy and extremely
committed this seme.s ter, and al·though this may sound trivial, it
significantly stunts my progress
on weekends'.
What gives the University the
right to decide that students must
party on Friday night, sleep late
on Saturday, and then begin their
weekend of serious studying?
· Recently President Gordon Haaland has stressed the importance
of the student's commitment to
education. My question is: If the
Administration wants us to study,
are they willing to make it easier
,
for us to do so?
Givi~g us a few extra hours of
library 't ime on the weekends
(keeping Diamond open until midnight and Kendall open until nine);
and serving continental breakfast
at the dining halls from eight to
t~n on Saturday and Sunday, would
make things a whole lot easier.
Scott A. Fitzmaurice · ·
Phmt Sdence

''Girls''
To the Editor:
I appreciate Ms. Joan RoeberJones, Pat Staff Libra-ty, bringing
to my attention my improper use
of the term "Girls" when referring
to the "Women" on my team. This
is a habit which has been pointed
out to me before and which I am
trying to break. A little background
information might help you to
understand iny situation. I have in
fact for the last eleven years been
teaching boys and girls from grades
K-12. Most receptly, I have been
teaching 10 year olds. So it is out
of habit, especially when I am
excited about the great job the
women on my team do, that I revert
to my old ways and terminologies. _
So I ask that you and any others that
I may have offended try to understand my situation and bear with
me. I and my team appreciate your
support and the fine job the New
Hampshire is doing in covering our
meets and we look forward to seeing
you at our ne~t home meet October
16th.
·
Coach George Liset
Head Women's Track Coach

The New Hampshire
ELIZABETH B. COTE, Editor-in-Chief
STEPHEN SKOBELEFF, Managing Editor
JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor
JAY KUMAR, News Editor
i;RYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor
RICK_KAMPERSAL, Sports Editor
t>AUL SWEENEY, Sports Editor
MARK HAMILTON, Photo Editor ...
CRAIG PARKER, Photo Editor
ARTHUR LIZIE, Arts Editor
G.THO~AS ALEY, Forum Editor
KAREN PSZ~NNY, Business Manager
PAULINE TREMBLAY, Advertising Manager
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Reagan:ajoke

f

BEFORE" I Bow our

., OF THE RACE: r'DUKE
TO MISQUOTE

By Tony L~nzer

SOMETHING I HEA
r' M Nor SURE WI-IE R

Having just spent a year studying in Spain,
working in West Germany and travelling in England,
I think I'll offer the students an insight into what
the Europeans (whom I mer) think abour· the U.S.
political dimate. Most believe rfrar President Reagan
governs incompetently, lacks intelligence and avoids ·
reality. -Their explanations vary.
· A Spanish friend cites Reagan's statements such
as "we'll balance the budget by 1982" or "Evil
Empire" (referring to the U.S ;S.R.) as proof of
both the Presidem!s idiocy and narrow-mindedness.
While I worked in West Germany, the lrangare
hearings smothered the papers. The Germans are
dismayed that a President, whom rhe majority of ·
the U.S. ·citizens consider a strong leader, could
be out of touch with the Oliver North organized
conspiracy against Nicaragua's democratically elected
government. The Germans ask rheinselves, "how
could a competent person, nor know what goes on
in the office next door?" The English, with whom
I spoke during my travels, find the U.S. lower class's
increase during the past seven years appalling. They
think that Reag;in's boasting "we're back, stronger
than ever" proves his neglect for srarisrics 'and his
inability to comprehend that during his presidency .
. the rich get richer while many middle class sink
below the poverty line.
Nearly all of these Europeans f ip.d it baffling
that Mr. Reagan -or somebody similar could be
elected. They recogn'ize his ability to cajole and
to convince while speaking, and his charisma; yet
these are not the only qualifications for leadership.
His lack of international. experience would have .
elimin,ated him from the ballot, had he run in any
of their countries. Cexplained i:hat here charisma
and image are as important as one's issues. To most
Europeans, showed the U.S. citizen to be somewhat
shallow: "Would someone really vote for a candidate
because he/ she looks and speaks well?" they ask. ·
"Pro_bably," I reply.
I think of Margaret Thatcher, an "unattractive
woman with a snobby voice," (according to most
Brits) and realize that it wasn't her image that took
her to 10 Downing Street. Nor was it Chancellor
Kohl's bald patch and beer belly that made him
leader of West Germany. It is their credentials and
issues, which convince the voters. Although it's
early to seiect a candidate for the 1988 presidential
election, it's time to think about what type of a
-leader the U.S.A. needs.· The message from Europe
is, "vote for a qualified, intetligent candidate; it
does not matter what he/she looks like."
'

'

Toby Lanzer is a senior. history
major
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GET-;

MY
SUPPOR r?

Save a child
By John Kelliher

ROSES ARE RED,
VtOLETS ARE gLUE,
-THE T)lll<,E SAfD HE
1)f 1)N'T 1<,NOW,

, AND DO YOU
gEUEVE Hf H)
-HJR

. Let's dream a minute. Dream of a world of self.supporting peoples where starvation, malnutrition,
illiteracy and all other casualties of poverty are
nothing but a faded image. Now awake and see the·
·--dis pair. Thai: world we spoke of is only a dream.
We, the Mortar Board, are working to make this
dream reality - one child a:t a i:ime.
How? Th~ Mortar Board, a senior honor society'
comprised of.35 members who have ·demonstrated
excellence in academics, leadership and service,
are the coordinators of the Sa-v;e-The-Children
campaign on campus. Save-The-Children is a nonprofit international organization. bent on making
the world (hungry) nourished. By sponsoring a ,
child, you n_o t only get to help that one child be
fed, clothed, and educated, but you help the village
J
as well.
Save-The-Children is dedicated to a campaign
of self-sufficiency, by building schools and planting
fields. It is promoting a higher quality of life than
was possible there,before. But, let's save the sermon
for _another day and talk about practicality.
Feasibility is the essence of our campaign. The
simple fact is college students do not have a lot
of money (I am now looking into the legality of
declaring myself bankrupt.) Our idea is to combine
our resources in order to make such an impact. Our
hope is to have every residence hall, fraternity and
sorority, and perhaps different otgariization.s oq
.
campus sponsor a child.
· It seems as though $16 a month/$192 a year is
a lot of money for one student to pay; But, for
example, a Stoke resident would be asked to- donate
.28¢ a year! Believe it, if every resident in Stoke
donates .28¢, then Stoke Hall has just kept a child
fed, clothed and educated for a year.
The Mortar Board believes this is feasible, it is
easy. Your Hall Council has more details; so please,
if you feel this is a worthy cause, go to your haH
.council meeting and talk to them abdut it. It has
been said that we are the future of America .
. Together, let's help m·a ke their future, and thus
the world's, brighter.
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_, ________
Arts & ·Feature~&___
Sate llite s and Bran dos: Rea dy To Rqc k
By Arthur Lizie
If I may be so bold, one might
say that the name conjures a
cornucopia of images: the rough
guy, the rebel, mayb.e even
·Superman's rather hefty father.
Now the name will nor only
bring to mind these images of
rhe great screen legend Marlon, ·
bur also pictures of a rock and
roll band, The Brandos.
The Brandos, making their
first swing through this area,
play with the Georgia Satellites
(see other article) tomorrow
night in the Granite Scare Room
of the MUB . The band plays
down to Creedence Clearwater
Revival. Although on their
debut album Honor Among
Thieves the band does rend to
be a bit too idiosyncratic at
rimes, rhe record is an enjoyable
listen. The band is currently
enjoying unexpected success
with "Gettysburg," the first
single off the record.
The group, consisting of lead
guitarist David Kincaid, guitarist Ed Rupprecht, bassist and
vocalist Ernie Mendillo, and
drummer Larry Mason, did
choose their name from the
obvious source. Ernie Mendillo,
in a phone interview Wednesday afternoon; explains: "Ir's
nor too long a story. Ed and I
·came up with the name as a joke
while watching The Wild Ones.
We were iq another band then,
playing the club scene. We got
sick of having to look for
opening bands, so we came our
in jeans and r-shirrs as our own
opening band, The Brandos.
Later, we reamed up with David
and were looking for a name.
I told him about our little gag
band, and he liked the name, so
we kept it." Sounds simple
enough.
One thing that can be the
killer stroke to a person or groµp
is to be called "The Next So and
So ...." Does anyone remember
Clint Hurdle, the next Mickey

LARRY t/.ASON

OP.VF. KiNCAI!)

Mantle of 1977 ? The British
press has been wont to call The
Brandos "The Creedence of the
80 's." How does that sir with
Ernie? "Ir doesn't really bother
us roo much. ~creedence has
obviously been a big influence,
ir's nor like beingcompared with
a band I really hare. One review
I read was comparing us to
Molly Hatcher and the Outlaws,
and I hare that scuff. Creedence
is just an easy reference point."
A reference point to check up
on any band is to see whose
songs they choose to cover.
Aside from seven original songs,
Ho_nor Among-Thieves contains
rwo cover songs, Creedencf s
"Walking On The Water" and
The Sonics' "Strvchnine." Ernie
talked about how the group
chose those songs to cover.
"Dave and Larry are both from
Seattle, where The Sonics are
local heroes. They really liked
ro do the song with a different
arrangement. We tried it out
in clubs and ir fit well. We all
liked Fogerty, especially David
when he was a kid. Both songs
fit the band's sound and the
sound we were hoping to
achieve on the record. They
sounded right."
A first time listener to the
album might perceive the group
as being quite bleak and pessimistic, but, pleading innocent,
Ernie states that it just isn't the
case. "People dig in deep now
that we are more popular, and
the record does come off that
way, bur we just tend to see the
bleak side of life, the sleazy side.
It's not like we' re suicide cases
· or anything, we're all quite
happy. It's probably just our
Doors influence coming out. We
try to be 'scarry."
Scarry, or at least thought
provoking are the lyrics to the
band's hit single, "Gettysburg."
The Civil ~ar, civil being an
odd title for a war, is not a usual
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The Brandos: Larry Mason, Dave Kincaid, Ed Rupprecht,
Ernie.Mendillo (Mick R9ek photo)

topic for rock songs, bur it works
in rhis context. Describing the
song's genesis, Ernie says,
"Dave wrote that when he wa:s
down in Gettysburg last October. He had heard that he had a
great -great grandfather who
had died in the battle. He found
his name on the monument and
it freaked him out. It was a
moving experience."
"Also, it's a convenient way
· to approach the topic of war.
Seeing all the monuments down
there is amazing. Six thousand
died in one hour of battle,"
muses the bassist in amazement.
Another thing ·which the
band found amazing is the
success of Honor Among
Thieves, especially considering
the fact that the record .was
released on a relatively small
label, Relativity. "We had a lot
of faith in Relativity. We knew o1
from the start they had the
capability to compete with the
MAURO MAGEU.A N
• RH,K RICHARDS
OAN81\IAO
major labels. We sort of found
RICK PRICE
each other. We didn't want to
have to deal with a major label,
and they were looking for a band
with AOR potential. I thought
that we could do it (be successful), I'm just amazed at how fast
it'~ happening. We've got videos
Rick Price, Dari Baird, Rick Richards, ~nd
on MTV, and so much press. -1 · Georgia Satellites,
tomorrow night with The Brandos in
appear
Magellan,
Mauro
few
a
sell
we'd
hoped
had just
copies of the record, I didn't the Granite State Room of the MUB. The show starts at 8:00
expect all this."
Tickets are still available, $7.00 for students and $10.00 for the
Put on the spot to describe general public (Mark Weiss photo).
the band's live show, Ernie
fumbles for words and eventu- out of his busy schedule to Richards remembers, "We had
ally evaluates the band as such: answer a few questions about a really great time, we got
"I think we' re pretty outgoing the band and the music they treated great. We''re real admirand exciting. A lot of people play. Of the name· Georgia ers of both Tom Petty and the
· think that Dave is a big 'burly Satellites, Richards says, "We Feugos. We didn't really have
guy with a beard, but he isn't. used to be just the Satellites, to adjust to larger crowds beLive, we're able to throw in a actually Keith and The Satel- cause we were used to the arena
lot of covers, Yardbirds and foes, because of the original setting from tours with Bob
such. That makes the show more bassist Keith Christophe'r. We .,. ·Seger and R.E.O. (Speedwagon),
released an EP in England on but you learn something ev.ery ·
interesting."
In parting, Ernie notes that Making Waves Records, and time out."
Most of the time, bands go
the band is . looking forward to they stuck tqe Georgia· on bethe dates on the tour, just to cause of legal reasons, because on the road to support an album,
break away from the constant someone else was called The or less often, make an album to
support a tour, but The Satellites
club grind in New York City, Satellites.
are doing neither with their trip
to
time
some
rook
name
The
plays
usually
band
where the
once a week. \X'hat better time get used to for the band. Re - to Durham. "I really don't know
why we're on the road this time.
ro. catch a band then when they members Richards, "I wasn't
want to break loose on the road? happy with it at first, but now I guess we're just going to finish
Will Durham· be able to handle I'm really. proud. I just don't the year on the road. We"ll be
want to be pigeonholed as a getting off the road sometime
the excitement?
around Christmas."
southern band."
Another ustial.rock norm is
Although ''Keep Your Hands
to Yourself" didn't pigeonhole a set list, which the band for
the band, it did at r,imes sound some reason lacks. Says the
By Arthur Lizie
there
The Georgia Staellites play out of-place on the homogenized guitarist, . "We just get up
We
list.
set
a
without
play,
and
eighties.
mid
the
of
airwaves
a brand of music called, quite
crazy,
simply, rock and roll. They don't There aren't too many real rock get up there and go
a riet, working
get too fancy and sometimes and roll tunes .blaring from working without
intuition."
on
this
For
days.
these
they're sloppy. They don't stray . radios
The band has ~reared quite
far from the 'roots of rock, (Little reason, the success of Georgia
for themselves by
reputation
a
the
even
surprised
Sateltites
Richard, Chuck Berry), or even
there and going
up
"getting
surextremely
was
"I
.
band
The
(Aerosmith,
branches
the
of their cover
Talk
crazy."
"I
Richards,
claims
prised,"
Rolling Stones). They aren't too
Stewart's
heady, but who said you had to didn't have a clue that ,it would versions, such as Rod
Story,"
A
Tells
Picture
"Every
same
the
is
It
successful.
so
be
think to have a bunch of fun.
debut
Tomorrow night, Saturday stuff that we've been doing for which was included on the
throughout
spread
has
record,
·
popular."
got
just
it
years,
October 3, the Georgia Satellites
The band does not take all the rock circles, but their next
and The Brandos · (see other
themselves for getting record, probably out around
credit
Granite
the
invade
article) will
State Room of The Memorial ·t heir brand of rock back on the springtime, probably won't
Union Building for a twin bill radio. "We had a lot of help, guys contain any covers. "Our origas hot as Stillings' plates. The like Stevie Ray (Vaughan) and inal stuff is more important for
Satellites struck radio paydirt ZZ Top and The (Fabulous) now."
Seeing the band live tomorthis past year with their hits, Thunderbirds all had a hand in
the humorous top five single making it possible for us to be , row night, one can be sure to
hear the original stuff, the
"Keep Your Hands To Your- heard.
The band also got a boost over covers, the sweat, and a lot of
self" and "Battleship Chains,'.'
both from their gold debut Lp, the last year from some other fun. They're a good time band,
rockers, namely Tom Petty and and, according to Playboy; UNH
Georgia Satellites.
Heartbreakers and the Del is a party school. Presumably,
The
the
afternoon
Wednesday
band's co-guitarist and vocalist Feugos, on this past summer's this show should be a perfect
_Rick Richards took some time Rock and Roll Caravan Tour. match, and a great time.
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111:leSt,iders Com e Aliv e.
Lime Spiders _
seemed to progress too much, through. The real feel for this
The Cave Comes Alive
album is a rawer, dingier kind
their style is fine the way it is.
Virgin Records
As is the norm, now that the of thing, so maybe the material
..
By R,i c Dube
group is on a mhjor label, they've would be best heard live.
The cover of the album sug- ··
Andy Gibb is bankrupt. Real- lost most of their garage type
ly, it 's on the eover of th~ . rawness. 'fhe noise and fuzz gests out of control, paisley
National Enquirer this week for aren't rotally ·necessary of drenched Sgt. Pepper mindless. e11,quiring minds. Right between course, but it's ·a· great band that ness, kind of like one of Todd's
an article on a three headed _calf can lose the charm of the era dates . .Although that's not .exand an adverrismendor Madon- and still be appealing. The . acdy true, it's not too far from ·
·rhree O'Clock co.uldn't do it, the mark. Insignifigant, but
na's improved popcorn diet.
Victoria Principal, in an ugly The Dream ·Syndicate couldn't worth the minimal effort it
fit of physical fitness passion, do it, but this is the first time requires to enjoy it.
drove the .poor guy to junk food the Lime Spiders have come
abuse an.d hardcore Dallas loyal~
ty. So now, peFrniless and pathetic, the groovy bo.ss cat who
sang "I Just Want To Be Your
Everything" has to sponge off
his brothers· who still wear
studded white bell bottoms on \
stage. He was a millionaire.
The Lime Spiders have been
together since about 1982: The
, Cave Comes Alive! is their
· fourth release in a lime o-f
singles and EPs and is their first
full length LP. Their line up has
changed more times . the,;i is
-::- worth outlining here, but -the ··
B1g Twist find The Mellow
blues on record basic premise for their existence
Sometimes
Fellows
is able ·to com~ across sounding · is big ~ound _psychedelic pop.
true to form, but it is live, when The Lime Spiders _make great
Liv~ From Chicago! Bigger
-. the joim starts jumping, that ro_ck and roll, and th~y proba!:>ly
Than Life!
the message really hits home. st1U work at gas stations: dunng
As one may su~mise from the the_ day,_ an~ orr~y _dream of
Alligatpr Records .
'title, Live from Chicago! Bigger datmg V tctona Prmc1pal.
By Arthur lizie ·:,
One of the best movies of all Than Life! is a live record. As . Cav~ featues twelve songs,
time;at least one of the funniest, -with most live records, you miss mcludmg ~overs of old Cre~m ·
is John Landis' Blues Brothers. a bit of the atmosphere by not and_Elecmc Pru~es ~une, domg
Asidefromfeatu ringthecomed- being there, an·d it can be a fatr amount of JUS t tee to both.
ic talent of John Belushi, Dan . annoying because you _don't The record ha~ energy and
Akyroyd, and a cast of thou- know if the band sounds like this , hooks where they re neede_d, and
sands, it also displayed some of on stage o-r after -overdubs, but although the band hasn't
the best blues and rhythm and this one seems pretty true to
· f---,--- -------- ------,- -------- ----~-- -------. -blues talent around. And of life. ·
'{he album features three
course, it took place in Chicago. ·
. If yo(l want to··play the blues ..originals and five cover· ver- '
~
· .
Chicago is the place to go, and sions, including two Willie
.I. . 1
Alligator is the label to _g o to. Dixon songs. It seems mandaAlligator, quite simply, offers tory that every Alligator release
the best .in blues, the brightest include at least .two Dixon tunes.
No, this record is not bad, it's
young ~tars in addition to some The most rewarding song, ·not, but his gutteral growl raps By Ric Dube
just that although it's ·best·
respected oldsters. One of the · "Turning Point," is rather as mean as they come.
label's latest releases is a disc upbeat and features the fabulous
Thelonious Monster-Next Sat-• moments are teeeeeriffic,
from Big Twist and The Mellow brass section dragging themIt's hard to figure out if _this . urday Afternoon (Relativity they're too few . Granted, Theselves as backgrounp on the record is a joke or . not, but Records)-Thei r· third record, lonious have little to work with
Fellows.
chorus. Typical stuff, but en- regardless, it's funny. Basically, Next Saturday Afternoon, cori- after wearing out the three
9il BT and The Mellow Fellows
are a s.traight forward rhythm joyable. ·
it's the life story of Dee Dee, ti n ues in the usual style for chords they know on the first
Also worth a ~econd listen are from the early days when he was Thelonious: ~tripped down, record, but this is an admirable
and _blues band. They play songs
to .which you can ramble back "Steamroller Blues" ('Tm your a mess, .r ight up to the just-say- basic, and no frills. Sometimes effort. Worth checking out if
and forth, with a . strolling ~teamroller, baby / I'm gonna no guy who's too tough to die. though, a frill or two can do no you lik~ their past s~uff, but, if
rhythm and a hopping beat. roll all over you")., "The Sweet . The record's funniest line is harm, and can even keep the you're new .to the band, start
with ~aby, Yoy,r Bumming Me
They've got a big brassy sound Sound of Rhyth~ and Blues," · classic Dee Dee, "I like franks, listener from dozing off.
Out In A Supreme Fashion.
and an expressive, honest vo- a celebration of the form, and I fike beans/ I grew up in Forest
calist. They can be a very en~ "300 Pouf:}ds of Heavenly Fun," Hills, Queens." That's the way
a Dixon number that sounds like to make a life ·statement. This
joyable band to _listen to.
The band features Larry "Big a tune for last call.
is a must listen for any Ramones
As anyone who watches HBO fan but is questionable for rap
Twist" Nolan and ·a v·edtable
cast of nine, including standour knows from the oft repeated fans.
bassist Bob Halaj. Muddy Wa- Crossroads ad, "the blues ain't
ters and John Lee Hooker were noth1n' but a good man feelin'
never sponsored by a beer bad." To convolute the phrc;1se,
company-and these guys are, but "live From Chicai_o! BiRger
I guess that's music in the Than Life! ain't nothin' but a By Scott Richmond
·
good band soundin' good."
eighties for-you.
Metallica-The $5.98 BP-Garage
Days Re-Revisited (Elektra
i
Records)-By the end of _Febru/By Arthur Lizie
ary , t h e M e t a 11 i k a t z h a d
Throwing Muses-The Fat Skier Kristen, , Tanya, Le's lie, and wrapped up the Masters of
(Sire Records)-Thr owing David certainly do have the Puppets tour and turned their
Muses are sort of an enigma in knack. Everything is terribly cheeks to find some other source
the Boston music scene in that catchy and hook laden, . but of amusement . , The grungy
they don't sound like -they are "Garoux Des Larmes" and the garage beckoned and the sparks
··
from. Boston,. or even America. dymnamic "Soul Soldier" stand flew.
_They don 't sound like they're out. This is not a record to miss.
always waiting for Miller time.
Now, . was there ever any
With their possesed angelic
that this EP would rule?
doubt
melodies, off-kilter rhythms,
and buzzing harmonic guitar, Dee De,e King- "Funky Man" Listen 'Katz, even when broke11i,
.they sound like a cross between b/ w Funky Man (club)'' (Rock Hetfield's pickin' arm is still
a female O-Positive and just Hotel Records)-A quick run the ultimate weapon. It's still
about anyone on 4AD, their down on the masters of rap: roo early to judge how Jason
Run-D.M.C., Grandmaster Newsted fits in with the band
·
British 13:bel. ·
Flash, LL Cool J, and Dee Dee as we don't get to hear any .
Ramone . Dee Dee Ramone? original Metallica tunes on this
The Fat Skier is their first Yes, believe it -or n.9t, Dee Dee cover record, but, buy it, steal False pretenders to the metal throne are once again fended off
major label release on these. King is actually that seminal it, borrow it, die for it, sell your
their latest rele~se, The $5.98 BP/ Garage Days
shores. It's a seven song EP, six punk rocker Dee Dee Ramone eternal being for it, or travel by Metallica on
short songs on the first side and in yet another disguise, dressed · at intense speeds to Hell .for it. Re- Revisited, a coll~ction of cover tunes
one lorig song on th~ flip side. . as a '·'Funky Mari.'' :funky he's Thrash rules, man.
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R#naw ayf Plaj Serves Moral .Purpo se
.

.:•

By Kristen W ae1de
The University of New to death and behind on paii:;t:
Hampshire Theater is now Runaways brings us together
presenting Elizabeth Swados' in our need.to share in the spirit
musical drama Runaways. The of our own humanity.
Director, Carol Lucha.:.Burns, .,
playaddresses the hardships
faced by adolescents, in the comments on the intensity of ·
rerrorizirig circumstances of the the ensemble of characters
home and eventually, in the cold, within the play. Runaways is
harsh reality of the city streets. _not a plot_-based drama with set
While Runaways proves suc- roles, but a "collage of the
cessful in alerting soci~ry to _rhe runaway speeches and songs for
seriousness of our cities' young their rituals :" Therefore, the
cast-aways, the play also serves actors have been left to discover
a moral purpose. Runaways and develop their own characsends a crucial message to ters and most successfully at
today's adults about the impor..: -chat.
The cast contains many newranee of acknowledging a child's
. co·mers and an abundance of
need to' "be a kid."
. The drama touches upon the talent. Kim Bond may prove to
universal_concepts of bonding, be an up and coming "criplefriendship, and love as necessary' - theater performer," along with
elemet1ts for man's mental ocher students in the show who
stability. It inspires an outlook continue to work on improving
of "survival and hope." Through their already strong chearrrical
its., portrayal of teen.age run.a~ quali-cies. Runaways appears to
ways, the show communicates be "top-notch," accrediting the
to us in a central theme, that work of Carol Lucha-Burns
we All run away. We are all faced (director), the members of the
with discontent, fear, and lone- student cast; Kathleen Wilson
liness from which we must Spillaine ( vocal director), Joe
escape - bur children forced to _ Wright (for instrumental dilive on their OWfl have nowhere rectioq), and Gay Nardone
.
to turn· in order :to rid them- (choreographer).
Parents of teens of all ages
selves of these problems. Therefore, they are forever runaways. a-re strongly encouraged to bring
Runaways live in fear and their child/ children to_·one of Letisha Whitney, Brad Fare~ell, and Peggy Ellis (l tor) open up UNH Theater's 65th
poverty,. proviging for them- the many performances be-i ng
Runaways a:t PCAC's Johnson Theater. The play L ns October 2 .(to.night),
selves what they can, however offered at the University's John- season tonigh~ with
and October 7 and 8 at 7 p.m.
p.m.
8
t
a
lO_'
and
9,
3,
Arts
Creative
they can. They are forced into son Theater Paul
co'rruption, immorali_ty; and Center in Durham. Runaways
crime as their means of survi.val. can be seen in -the evening on
They have only each other and October 2, 3, 9, and 10 at 8 P.M.
that isn't enough. Like all of us, and October 7 and 8 at 7 P.M.
runaways need support, gui- Tickets will be sold general
dance, and love. Without these admission, $7 .50 and for stuelements, we all may be lost in dents/ employees/ alumni and
' .senior. cit.iz@ns, $6.00.

Ringw ald And
D owne y Soft

•father is played by Dennis
The Pick-Up Artist
he finds them fascinating and Hopper, and if there's any.doubt
20th Century Fox Films
is always on the prowl. Randy, in your mind, the answer is yes;
_.·
By _~ obert Hallworth
played by Ringwald, is the one Hopper does play a disturbed,
If movies were ice cream, .The woman that is abl_e to holq his substance abusing neurotic, just
Pick-Up Artist would be vaniHa interest long enough to stop his as he has done in his last half
constant pursuit. The catch: she a dozen or so films.
on ,a plain cone.
Robert Downey (Back to is only looking for a good, time Unfortunately, Hopper isn't at
School, Weird Science.) and (she's basically astraight-line his best here. As a -rule, he's
Molly Ringwald (Pretty in Nnk, · nihilist in this movie) whereas ca.ptivating, but as Randy'·s
Sixteen Candles) star in this Jack is looking for a permanent father Flash, he just stumbles
rather bland story about a girl- commitment. Just when she and mumbles his way through
crazy teacher and his latest love seems to be giving in to him, his lines. To make matters
interest. It is billed as a romantic off she goes, anq the <::hase starts worse, his alcoholism seems to
magically disappear when he
comedy, but it isn't very roman- anew.
Tied up in this love plot is turns to his daughter and says,
tic and it isn't very funny.
Downey's character, Jack Je- a minor plot involving Randy's "I can't do this aqymore.'' Boy,
richo, is obsessed with women; father's gambling de~ts. Randy's that was easy enough ..

Robert Downey and Molly Ringwald ponderously gaze at each
other in a scene from The Pick-Up Artist (Brian Hamill photo) .
Harvey Keitel ( Wise Guys,
Taxi Driver) plays a thug named
Alonzo, the man that Flash owes
money to. Keitel's character is
kind of corny, especially when
he says things like, "Beat it
cupcake, unless you want your
head separated from your neck,"
a line that usually gets responses
like "ooh I'm shaking like a
leaf."

Arts and craft treasures fro~ Pakistan, Afganistan, and India will be on exhibit and sale at the
Parsonage Gallery, 10 Newmarket Road, Durham, today through Thanksgiving. Gallery
hours are ~onday through Saturday fro~ 10 until 4:30 or by appointment-call (603) 868-7330

·

beginning to end.

Driven by hi-s love for Randy,
Jack naturally takes on all of
Flash's gambling debts, and then
has to figure out a way to pay
them off.

·The problem with this movie
isn't the acting (most of the
actors do a very good job), it's the story· line. The supposedly
climactic scenes have no emotion, and the scenes that should
shock you don'.t. Perhaps if the
minor plot was stronger, or if
the movie had .just focused on
Jack and Randy .i t would have
been effective. As it is now, it
just leaves you slumped in your
theater seat ·w ondering when
something exciting is going to
happen.

The plot sounds mildly interesting, and that's exactly what
it is. There is no real climax in
this film, there isn't even any
rising action. It maintains a
plateau of ' mediocrity from

My advice is to save your
money. This mpvie isn't really .
good and it isn't really bad, it's
just there. And that wasn't
enough to keep me interested.
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MOTHER GOOSE .&.GRIMM

by Mike Psters ·
5JUST

TAHA\JE.

RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PLUS 1 SEMESTER)
SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
.

DATE-:03/06/1987
ALLEGATION-:FAILURE TO ABIDE BY
CONDITIONS OF OCCUPANCY N RESIDENCE HALLS; ALCOHOL USE REGULATIONS (SELLING', ETC.- UNDERAGE) ,
ACCUSER-:OTHER ADMINISTRATION ,
STAFF
PLEAS-:NO PLEA (NOLO); NO PLEA
(NOLO); GUilTY; GUilTY
•
RECOMMENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
EVICTION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PLUS 1 SEMESTER)
SANCTION-:JEOPARDY OF EVICTION
(REMAINDER ~F SEMESTER)
DATE-:03/27/1987
ALLEGATION-:INFRACTION OF OTH. ER UNIVERSITY DRINKING RULES- KEG
AND OPEN CONTAINER; ALCOHOL USE
REGULATIONS

BLOOM COUNTY
v

by Berke Breathed

ouv;K

weNPet.t. .JON€5,,.
WH/11'5 TIIKING 50 /,.ON&
IN THe JOHN ?/

I

H€-'S VS/NG HIS -"MICHi/el
JACK50N Cfll/CA5/f/N KIT "
fl&AIN // WHIIT'5
N€XT? II
cterT CHIN "!/

i1

'I

~

/

/
'

KUDZU
11-¾A.t-lKS mR DROPPING

BY, PREACAER ... MY
PARA\<EE-r' 5 CHOCOLA1E

HA8rr 15 GE1'f1N6 OUT
· OF HAl-lD! ...

..,

By Doug Marlette
MY FACE 15 BREA\<ING

arr A~ D M/>..MA GE1"5

·n1ESE INE~PL.\CABL~

DA TE-:05/02/ 1987
ALLEGATION-:ACTING IN CONCERT;
INFRACTION OF OTHER UNIVERSITY
DRINKING RULES- KEG AND OPEN CONTAINER; GUESTS; TERMS OF OCCUPANCY
ACCUSER-:RESIDENT ASSISTANT
PLEAS-:GUILTY;NOT GUilTY; GUilTY
RECCOMM ENDATION-:JEOPARDY OF
SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER); DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDE;R OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMES- .
TER)
SANCT ION-:JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OFSEMESTER) ; DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (REMAINDER OF
SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER)

DAT E-:05/06/1987
ALLEGAT ION-:RESPECT FOR OTHERS;
INFRACTION OF STATE LAWS ON DRINKING (UNDERAGE, SERVING TO MINORS);
FAILURE TO ADHERE TO SPECIFIC REGULATIONS.
ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
PLEAS-:NO CONTEST; NO CONTEST; NO
CONTEST; NO CONTEST; NO CONTEST;
NO CONTEST
R E C O M. M E N D A T I O N ).LCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION REFERRAL; RESTITUTION (INCLUDES "LETTER
OF APLOOGY"); JEOPARDY OF SUSPENSION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER)
SAN CTION-:RESTITUTION (INCLUDES
"LETTER OF APOLOGY"); SERVICE PRO, JECT; DISCIPLINARY PROBATibN (SPE1 CIAL CONDl TIONS); ALCOHOL/DRUG
EDUCATION
DAT E-:05/06/ 1987
ALLEGAT ION-:SPECIFIC HEALTH AND
SAFETY REGULATIONS; GUESTS; DISTURBING THE PEACE ; STUDY/QUIET
HOURS
ACCUSER-:HALL DIRECTOR
PLEAS~:NO CONTEST; NO CONTEST; NO
CONTEST; NO CONTEST
.
RECOMMENDAT ION-:DISCIPLINARY '
PROBATION (REMAINDER OF SEMESTER
PLUS 1 SEMESTER); SERVICE PROJECT
SANCTION-:OISCIPLINARY PROBATION
(REMAINDER OF SEMESTER PLUS 1 SEMESTER); SERVICE PROJECT

GUll--T t=EEL\NG5 ... 1' M

A~A.\D WE'RE su~FERING
fROMI\Pt>-%\\JE N~RF\NG".'

Copies ·
Beyond

9to-5
SHOE

by Jeff MacNel/y
For rnur conn-nienr1· _Kin ko's- is
~;;pe;1 ea rly. open late. and op('n
.wee kt: .Js.
• Fast Service
• L ,w .Prices
• Out'standing Qu !lily
1

.

"'"'

(

kinko•s·

. creaf copies. creat people.

51 Main Street
~- Durham .

868-6322

.
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,.. SAVINGS ON.CARPET LI-KE NEVER BEFORE!·. '.
◄· ,
· Every ln~tock Remnant . · . ► ,.

.

~

'

·

~
.

...~'.: s99 .· o,s129 ► · .

'

OVI E& ROCK POSTER .
·SALF

..

.

'

. .

_

NONE HIG.HER

...

•

Sizes 9x12 to 12x18
Larger or smaller sizes available at similar savings.

~--

•

4

.

Pa1rt-tfrne ·sales ·
·help needed.

~

~·11"'11\

~c'1!:~liii
, --:

lllliiiilli

l:.

:~

OCTOBER 5 -6-7 ..

,,
0

i BEATi.ES
tl.:4W SIIM~illl

4J

~.Jiiar

9:00-5:00

...

-Major collectible titles
-All the newest films
-Stills
-Post cards
-Foreign movie posters
-Rock posters and photos

GRANITE STATE ROOM LOBBY

Woodbury A~enue (next to D'Angelo's) Portsmouth , NiH 431.:6355
· Open Every Night - Mon .-Fri. 9 :30 AM- 9
t'

\

'

•,l.

~

- '_

:

' · .:;_

~

'; ,

,:'..:.5-,

-~-~#'

P~:, ,Saturday

. :,,.~_._.,-;~(~·;..

~

9 AM-6 PM; Sunday 12 Noon-6 PM
'

,~
... - .

' :~

............, ..........~................~..........~.... ........................~....~

~

·I .CUSTOM
SCREENJ
··PRINTING . I

. I~
TICKETS ON.SALE I~
·~
'

.WED. OCT. 7, 1987
.·At 11 a.m.
AT THE 'TICKETOFFICE
ON THE FIRST FLOOR OF THE MUB

STUD~NTS

·$11.50

. GENERAL l?UBLIC .
$f5.00

.

~ -

4 TICKET LIMIT THEREAFTER

~

-,o'S ;WJLL BE.CHECKED AT .THE DO()R.

~

!~
~

I Fraternities, sororities, athletics, !
I · · .clubs, fund-raisers etc. . .· . I
!
.
T-Shirts, sweatshi.-;ts, jackets & caps I.
.I available in multi-color prints with I
~ ·your custom design. .. . . ·· .· .
· I·
·1. . . .
.- '
·~
' .,J

I Lowest Prices .Fast Service I

IHighest Quality
~

·!i

.

-~

~

~

I

.

'

.I
~

.

~

--·-- ·-- --

~

~
~
.

~

·1

~

STUDENT SALES ONLY .
ON ·ocT. 7 & 8
2 TICKET LIMIT ON OCT.7,·

~~

,

'

'

.

~

.

U.S. made garmentsl
~

'

· . We -can. help .you

.!i

with )lour promotional needs . ··•

.

I
~

:p or more info contact:: Roland
·~ ·
6
!~ ···
· _Mill Road Apt. 6-3
Durham, NH 03824 ·
. , . _; ~
· ·. . ·
868-2479
·
.·· .
.
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E_ARL'r' RODENTS
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Rubes®

By L~igh ·Rubin
·/

THE FAR SIDE

'

·. GUESS .LJHAT ..

By GAK ~ t.ARSON

·.

/
(\J(RYBODYI R6~~~T5
1
M\L\\(O \NH~

rf\l\J , •

"And always - always - remember this: A
swimmer in the water is worth two on the beach."
Calves can be so cruel.
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Comics
;;,.·

by Andy "Skippy"··.Champagne

STAR TRIPE

. SC.orfi, ,SEAM

,

I

I'\(.

.

A~ l ANO HUR.Kt

-

'

I•

l ..

I

!

by Michael F. Dowe

FREAKER PATROL
· w11Y

'fou l(w~
j;.11) LI~ -<o wfE
~fPa.SI~

S,/"'Suft'ottT""

, WA11",

.trllW DQ,rAIC l"S •

.i(\\llf's .ao

~r~sra.Jt

~,-:r·x111•.

WA't 11>

~ - SIICWLD nt.t

0\o~E.

?,~IN6 IW\1SB.f-nl

NI~ tAMMIIW .

"

WIii.i

~U~ SQIWEO.,t CNl9'0M£.

~Jsuct.,.,,..
~ l&..Aa

,eu CIIW

JTIU.. 1'AICE APv ~ o/F 'fllE

"

SflCU¥. off•ft.

6o~1"1E •.

/

"

~

~

FR·ESHMAN· FRED

by Dean Elder

Jumpin ' Jake .
HO, t \J1Z:'I

by .Robert Durling
t liEAi;?.

'!Ou {,OT 1~J11 AD'lll-E

(OL\JMN 1013. i=oR 1171:

)'fAtt,11PP£E.
. WAHOO.

NE\\'~PAPER~ 1H,H5

<>R\;FfT ~

' ~)
j~

)

ALP.)(,\'lf. WtLL,
OH 11-'fl WRc -YOvlL
CiET No1H\N(. WOR',t Y>HN 1011-11~:
. Oeoir fu2z'.J, .
GE/\R A~BY.,.11\',PER, 1\\/\N A F£'W
Gl:T it!E
1~ a miJtAle-,v1e~
T HAVE NO •O£A HOW LONcL'i \\FARi')
'lt>\3'!
w~o n~~
f"'IM
<.o-vPlc:
'1
ANO
1D AN~WtR A RfAL
<,otv"e DJ.vi Le •• _
or f110.\Jc1Ti:
PRD\3L£M~ Ti'\1 \IV t>EEP
l
.\
PRO~LEJV\',. :.
'Tfl,.t,uBU: . ..
\.
HO~D '/0\J

fYIANl\&'E TO

I ,"",<.,ORTA COPIED
SoMf::,vh, OLD

~

r:•!~-,;~,~

t.._,·~

,.,.-,

,, ... tw11 ·, ""e I
Stf~1tH;
see fc,or.l~jecl ·
OLO ~IJ'/
PR0\5A~L1 NEEe> f 111 ,"" C/1";-.1~ "I
SQMc DAilN6

Po1N1ER(_, •• _.

jet 01 """''m 1;nt,I"'
Feel;"-' o-ll ovel- J

M'J bcJ. "'. _. /,
1
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,. .-:~:~ !::-~
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.SUCCESS ·
WITHOUT
STRESS: ·
1

The TM Program ·
PLUS TAP E 0F

MAHARISHI AYURVEDA ON PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
The World's Oldest and Most Complete Scientific· System
for the Prevention and Cure of Disease and Promotion of Longevity

Free Lecture on
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8
P AU L ~ REA TI VE ARTS CE NTE R
BRA TT ON REC I TAL HALL / M-1 3 5

"

8pm

~~}

For more information, phone:
Katrina Knapp-Pit~an 742-5359
\

.

.

.

'

$$$SPENDIN G MONEY$$$
I

• LOOKING FOR DE-P ENDABLE STUDEN·T S
WHO NEED EXTRA INCOME.FOR
COLLEG·E EXPENSES .
• STILLINGS DINING HALL HAS GOOD
JOBS AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS
-VARIABLE SHIFTS ·
-F-LEXIBLE SCHEDULES

,

.

_
COME TALK WITH OUR
STUDENT SUPERVISORS ABOUT
EARNING EXTRA CASH
.AT STILLINGS DINING HALL
CALL US TODAY -·1372

.

1978 Fiesta. Needs work, but a good car.
$250 takes it . Call Chris M. at 868-9617
or 9872.
Motorcycle-81, Kawi 6 PZ 550 runs good,
w/helmet. $800 call 862-4149 ask for Jay
224.-

Northwood.- NH - ,2 miles from UNH. one
bedroom contemporary apartment in f:)eacef u I private country settirg. Wall to wall
, carpet'., app liances, tras·h pick-up, and
plowing. Private deck, garage and storage.
Easy access to lakes, x-country skiing
hiking, etc. $500 per month- plus utilities:
.
Call (603) 942-770:"i

SEX! MONEY' ROCK 'N ROLL! (Just
kidding') It's just the opening meeting of
the Undergraduate Econom ics Society,
:
software
in.eludes
II,
pr.9
Computer, kay
· on Wednesday September 30, at 4:00 p.m.
for word processing, spellinQ chec'ker,
in MCC 318 . Come find out what we're
1
spread sheets, data base, acc·o\.mt/ng,
1
REALLY about!
·more. Asking $750. 868-5759.

Roommate Needed - To share 2 bedroom
apt. i:J Dover with 2 females. Rent $140/mo.
plus utilities. Male or female nonsmoker
with good personality. Call 742-8684.

EXTRA! EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUT IT!
TODAY!
All The N ew Hampshire reporters are invited
workshop, to brush up on leads,
a
int_e rviews, quotes, style points and the
famous ir;iverted pyramid' Come to the
Grafton Room in the MUB at 4:00 p.m.
TODAY!

Work study worker needed to help in all
aspects of research of snow and ice
_samples rn the new science building .
Friday night- Oct 2nd- "Something Wild" .
Contact Dr. M.J. Spencer Room 343 ext.
$2
p.m.
10
&
p.m.
8
.
in the MUB PUB
3145 or Mark Twickler Room 341 _ext. 2463
students arid $J non-students. For more
Homeworkers wanted! Top pay! C .1.
info. contact MUSO.
12124th Ave., N.W. Suite 222 Norman OK
,
.
73069
sale now!- at MU'S ticket officeTick~ts
Work Study he:p needed . The Glacier
. GEORGIA SATELLITES withe Brandos.
Research Group is looking for students .
Oct. 3, 8p.m ., Granite Staie Room. $7
to assist in all aspect$ of research in the
students and .$10 non-students.
New Science Building. No expe'rience
needed, good pay, flexible hrs. Contact
Thursday' Oct. 1st "Raising Arizona"Dr. M.J. Spencer rm. 343, i:,h. 3145 or Mark
. ,Strafford Room- 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. $1
Twickler rm. 341, ph. 2463
student.s and $2 non-students. For more
Part-time- Full-time - Weekt:nd workinto. contact MUSO.
General laborers wanted. Good r,ay. Call
new Eng land Pavement Maintenance 1800-221-3334

on

TUTORS NEEDED- especially for PHYSICS, EE 541, MECH 1, CIE 681, MGRL.
ACCTG : & MAC.RO ECON . Share your
knowledge with another student--you get
paid, trained, and a chance to meet new
people!. Tutor for Student Support Services
through the TASK Center. Contact Carolyn
Bailey, Tutor Coordinator at 862-3698.

197-8 .Ford Grenada tw0 door, Am/F-m
· cass·e tte. A/C just inspected . In good
condition. Must sell -$800.00 or B/0. Call
Andrea 868-3534.
_ 10 X 10 . box stall for rent-Li;e-price
· -negbtialille 659-3007 · ,.

P~YSICS _TUTORS NEEDED!!! Do you find~
yourself helping other people~with their
studying? Get paid for helping by tutoring
for Student Support Services at the TA.SK
Center. Get training! Me.e t new people!·
Contact Carolyn Bailey, Tutor Coordinator
·
at 862-3698.

'7.8 -SAAB GLE 5-door w/sunroof , pwr.
steering, am/fm cassette, immaculate
interior! Some rust, but runs smooth $1,300
742:.1737 Greg. ·
- 1971 Plym!)uth Valiant. Low mileage, good
condition, ~ell maintained. $350. 868-5294
~fter 3:30 or weekends . ·

CRUISE· SHIPS NOW HIRING . M/F
Summer & Career opportunities (Will Train).
Excellent pay plus world travel. Hawaii,
Bahamas, Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW 206- ·
736-0775. Ext. C432.

Forsale. 1980 Toyota Tercel. Reliable,
rec9nditioned engine, little rust, 5 speed ,
. stern casset.t e radio. Asking 850.00. Call
·868-7256 night time.
.For sale. 1981 kz 550 with 1984 6 pz engine.
Engine only has 60:0 !T]iles on it . Runs
·perfect, ha~ ker ker pipe and oil cooler .
ri:,,ust selftor· school $800 or 8 .0. Gall 4318527.
1981 Chevy Citation, must sell quickly .
Exc~llentdependable transportation. 4
doo_r, front ·wheel drive, fold dqwn rear seat,
coriiplete .set of new brakes, no rust, one
owner $1000 or 8 .0 . Call 868-5312 after
5 pm~

TO THE WOMEN -RUNNING ,ON FOSS
FARM RD. ON 9-1 7 Thank you so much
for all your help w/my cat , Casey, when
she was hit by the car._She's looking really•
good now & may e'ven regai.n·the use of
her eye. Thanks again for taking the time ·
. & trouble to beJp her out- -it's very appre - ·
ciated. Sincerely° Adrienne & Casey

Dear Ex-Roomie, Phalang~s misse~ you,
will you come visit soon? If not, keep· ybur
eyes on the stars, study hard; and I'll see
you in a month. This'll work; Ri{jht~'i Love,
,- . .
Blondie. P.S. How Cuterr
J: You are the best roommate' and friend
-·Thanks' P.S. I ordered the bo.~·t ~·10 -footer
....
OK?

cfrp

Wanted personal care attendent . $6/hr.
No experience necessary . Hours negotiable. Easy work . Great boss. Ca ll Dan at
692-4764.

Needed: Personal Care Attendent for male
quaqriplegic . $6.00 an hour, meals included, will train . Flexible hours. Call Ron
.
742-3541.
.Relief counselor for adolescent Girl's Group
Home, work on-call basis to substitute for
full time counselors. Training provided .
Must be 21 years old and be a junior in
Human Service field . Shift 3-11 pm you
pick days, pay 5.00 per hour. Contact
· Sharon Omand, 742-2963 9-5 M-F.

1981 Horizon, 4 speed, radial tires , snow • Lost: Silver slip hook earring w /face on
end . Disappeared sometime Fri . 9/18 .,
tires, am/fm cassette, looks and runs great.
Lotsof SENTIMENT AL VALUE. Call Cheryl
A~king $1,650.00 868-5372 or 868-5759.
at 431-8326.
am/fm
Sunroof,
.
Prelude
Honda
1983
Desperately seeking my MacIntosh softstereo, silver, excellentcondition . $4900.00.
ware that was lost/ stolen on Sunday in
· Call 603-431-3593.
the library - top floor. PLEASE PLEASE
'76 Saab 99. Needs work. Runs. 120k miles.
return the three disks lab e led 'SpreadManual trans . $700 or 8.0 . keep trying .
sheets', 'Word Processing ', 'Case Studies'.
Lisa 868-5331 .
Th ey have extreme perso nal value . Mail
1984 Chevy Cavielier Hatchback, standard
to: 261 Forest Park, Durham, NH 03824.
5-speed, front wheel dri ve, maroon exterior,
rust,
no
gray interior. Excellent conditionmechanically sound , new tires . Asking
$3,000 call Sharon 9-5 ·M-F 7 42-2963 or
after 6 664-2558.
Gre at stud e nt ca r. '7 9 Ch evy .Mon za
Wagon. Runs fil'.le, 4 -spe ed. Am / Fm
cassette w / speakers. 85,00.0 mil es $400
or best offer call Jack 436-1983.
One otthe LAST LIGHTS OF OUR CIV- .
ILIZATION-:76 Oldsmobil e , 4 doo r s ,
· AM/FM, tape deck, power-everything, new
paint (white), marvelous condition , runs
great! Call Peter at 862-4595 (10 to 6) $650.
4 canvas chairs $5 each; 2 bookcases $20
each; 1 scm portable typewriter $15; 1 plaid
easy chair $25; 1 cot $15. Call 868-7366
after 5.

-w,..~

If God is iove, why does suffering exist?
Ask this and other questions M&W, 12-2;
T& Th 12:30-2 between Murk. and T-Hal l;
Th @ 6:30 Granite State Room , MUB.
Why/why not do you believe Jesus is the
only way to heaven? Voice your opinion!
M&W 12-2; T& Th 12:30-2:30 between
Murkland,~nd T-Hall.
MQftor Board's second meeting is being
held on Sunday October 4th at 8:00pm in
McConnell Rm. 314. Any problems, conflicts : call.John #4329 - Be .there or Get
Your Tongue Ripped Out!-·
cso' Retreat on Relationships, Oct.· 23 25 in Alfred, Me. Registration deadline Oct.
19. Don 't miss OJ.JI! For more information
call 862-1310.
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DORM STUDENTS - RUN YOUR OWN
BUSINESS FROM YOUR ROOM . Oliver
of Maine Publications is the creator of a
brand new line of irresistably cute greeting
cards which feature full-color phqtographs,
Old
of Beaches, Teddy Bears , and
English Sheepdog wearing 'DR LOVE '
Sunglasses. The ca;ds are a proven seller
with college students. We are looking for
a limited number of dorm students to sell
_the greeting cards (at yourleisure) to fellow
students and keep 40% of all sales. No risks
involved. For more info, please write : 1 O
Jennie Lane, Eliot, Maine 03903.

im'

Expectations .of dating often lead to
miscommunication between .men and
women. This miscommunication could lead
to acquaintance rape.
Wanted- used mountain bike, good shape
reasonable price . Cal l 742 -0963. Leave
message if not there.

Dad, ) didn 't forget your anniversary.
Thanks for all the great times. We certainly
aren't ordinary. All my love, Boo' Bear

1981 Chevrolet Chevette, maroon and tan,
excellent condition, asking reasonable
·
price. Call 868-3050 ask for Jeff.

i...

UNH Model United Nations Meeting, Wed .
Oct. 7th 7:30 pm in Rm. 325 Horton . All
majors are welcomer

Drugs, Drugs, Drugs' Thursday Oct. 22 nd
7:3 0 p.m. Com e hea r Dr. Timoth y Leary ·
and Peter Ben singer debate the hot iss~e .
of " Drug Testing ." for more info. co nta ct
MUS O and read t he Muso pag e in th e
future.
Come join the Women's Center on Monday
nights at 6:30 in Rm. 11 QA of the MUB! All
women welcome.
Help make peace as old as the hillsBeyondwar a new way of thinking Qct. 51?th on Campus.
Learn astrology-Learn about new age .

1975 Nova. Excellent running condition, . Astrology and your daily astroluck. Send
self addressed stamped envelope to Paul .
new brakes and shocks. $375/best offer.
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail L~237, New
868-2056 e-.:enings.
Smyrna Beach, Fla. 32069.

Debs , I know this is a tough time, just
remember how much we love you and that
we are all here for you! love your roomies
MR. MUFFIN HAPPY BIRTHDAY I LOVE
YOU MITZI
Laura S. We need you . We want you. We
have you! GAS
Wh at is cute and vulgar and goes boink,
boi'nk ... ? !_hat 's right it's Amy T . HAPPY
BIRTHDAY! We love you. Will year 20 bring
so me self- c ontr ol? - Ho pe not . you r
roomie s
Ka re n & Na ncy , RA ok! Fl ig ht dep artu re
TIME 10:22. I hope you had an enjoyable
fli ght. Got any oth e r plan s? Ha ve a ni ce
day! Stevie
MR . MUFFIN HAPPY BIRTHDAY I LOVE
YOU MITZ I
Hey, Charlie! Is- it you ? The kid who used
to sit with me in the back of the band room ?
Who used to wear a red chamois shirt with
blue jeans and white snea ke rs? With
drumsticks hanging out your back pocket?
Who broke the button off rriy shirt at a cast
party at Peachblow? You've come a long
way since FMRHS. ~Congrats! P.S. r didn't
• know you had a little· brother.
· Dawn & Alyssa!! Thanks so .much for
making my birthday so special!! You guys
are the greatest! Love Laurie (not h !) .

Friday night- Oct. 2nd- "Something Wild "
in the MUB PUB . 8 p.m. & 10 p.m. $2
students and $3 non-students. For more
info. contact MUSO.
Friday night - Oct. 2nd- " Something Wild "
rn the MUB PUB . 8 p.m. & 10 p.m. $2
students and $3·non-students. For more
info. contact MUSO.
Tickets on sale now!- at MUS ticket otficeGEORG IA SATELLITES withe Brandos.
Oct. 3 , 8p.m ., Granite State Room . $7
students and $10 non -students.
Tickets on sale now!- at MUB \ticket officeGEORGIA SATELLITES withe Brandos .
Oct. 3 , 8p .m ., Granite State Room . $7
students and $10 non-Stl;ldents.
Thursday Oct . 1st "Raising Arizona "Strafford Room- 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m . $1
student~ and $2 non-students. For' more
info. contact MUSO. ·
Thursday Oct. 1st "Raising Arizona " Strafford Room - 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. $·1
students and $2 non-students. For more
info. Contact MUSO.
Elvis, Elvis, let me be! Keep your pelvis
fire from me!!! (hee hee)
Theta Chi Little Sisters get psyched for
rush! Let's have a great semester.
To Mark from the Sox game - You can name
the time and place to meet - but that doesn't
,:riean you'll make it to 1st base! - The girl
from Fairchild.
Come with us inl o a peaceful _world beyond
war- Comina on Oct. 5-17th.

Dad , I didn't forget your ahniversary.
Thanks for all the great time~:-Wa ~ ~ly
aren't ordinary. All my love, Boo B'ear ' J~,
Debs, I know this is a tough time, just
remember how much IJ>.!e love you and that
we are all here for you! love your roomies
KING MELCHIOR: You stud! Yo~ singing
#@%¢*! What do your OLD friends (i.e. .preGents) have to do to get your attention?
Give us a call so we can go out and play
sometime or else we 'll bash in your facer
We'll knock out your teeth! We'll ,break all
your bones!! We love yo.u, honey!!-M&M
(that is, the High Priestess bf Grafix and
·
the Princess of the Misfit Cars)
it starts, it stops, it runs , it doesn't. What
is it you ask? Well are you in the market
for a used Mustang? Currently with negative horsepower, thus -great on gas
expenses. Aren't you supposed to send
old horses to the glue factory?
· Elvis, Elvis, let me ·be! Keep yo ur pelvis
fire from me!!! (hee hee)
UNH Model United N?tions Meeting, Wed.
Oct. 7th 7:30 pm in Rm . 325 Horton: All
majors are welcome!
Come join the Women's Center on Monday
nights at 6:30 in Rm . f 1OA of the MUB! All
women welcome .
Help make peace as old -~as the hillsBeyqndwar a new way of thinkin~ ·oct. 5171!"1 on Campus.

Learn astrology-Learn about new age .
Astrology and your daily ~stroluck. 'Send
self addressed stamped envelope lb Paul
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer T!'ail L--23], New
Kevin B. in p hilosophy 4 0 1 Tues/Thurs,
Smyrna Beach, Fla. 320 69 _
so you say that pink pacifies, well what
,
..
.
does red do? Desperately Seeking Red!
,.. , The! ~ Chi Little Sisters get psyc Qed for
· h. Wld' F ·d N. ht l0/ 2 8
'S
.
rusnf let's have a great semester.
- pm
omet ing I - rr ay rg .
·
.
.
.
and 1 Opm in the MUB PUB. $2 students;
name
can
You
game
Sox
the
. To Mark from
$3 non-students. Sponsored by MUSO
the time and place to meet - but that c:loesn't
MUSO Presents: Georgia Satellites with
mean you'll make it to 1st base! -. The girl
the Brandos - SATURDAY NIGHT 8pm;
from Fairchild.
Granite State Room; $7 students and $10
non"students. Get your tickets today! .Only
a limited number will be sold at the d.oor!

Happy Birthday J.K. You're a great guy P.P.

Sunday Night: Mickey Rooney starring in
'A Midsummer Nights Dream'. Strafford
Room 7pm-9:45pm $1 students and $2
non-students. Sponsored by MUSO.
Dar-krooms are open for student use. $30
for the semester . Contact Rob or Kathy
at MUSO for more details . 862-1485 or
Room 148 MUB.
Kelley; Thanks tor the card - I feel the same
way. I'll always be there for you. Missing
you, Chris.
OW and KP, you animals, why don't you
shape up and star·t acting like the ladies
your mothers think you are!! Ju·s t kidding
sweeties. You're allowed, you 're seniors.
Love you tons. JPF.
Help make America great again. Contact
your state representative and ask to back
Bork for the Supreme Court.
To the person with k-nowledge of the
FMRHS drummer, get in touch , MUB rm .
130, Char.lie with the little brother.
Karen , Kirsten and Dee - I love the drunken
Tuesday late night visits. Karen - next time
bring what you 're looking for. - Love Steve.
Hey Little T, Skinny, Crispy, Smallness and
my Buddy Jen - How about an after-hours?
Join th e larg est student run organ ization
on c ampu s - MUSO - gain valuab le
experience and see all the shows for FREE!
Contact the MUSO office at 862-1485 for
mor.e info.
Pam Pittaryis, Director of Rush is an Alpha
Ph i. Thank you Pam . Lov e, th e sist er of
Alpha Phi.
Congratulations Epsilon pledge class of
Alpha Phi. Love, the sisters.

Voice lessons: Classicaltu 111u::,1t.,:, ll~,;Clllv.
Debora Taylor Mayne, M. Music. Ten years
experience, New York and Toronto. Call
868-2034.
Typing of all kinds. $1.25 per double spaced
. page. Pick up/ delivery if required. Please
.·
· ·,
.
call 742-2629.
Guitar lessons-study with a G.1.T. Grad .
improvisational concepts ,- technique, ear
training , c hords, harmony and theory , all
styles. Call 749-4780.
Bartending Course-Learn a valuable skill
for fun and p·rofit. Prepare for a gocid paying
part-time or vocation job. Get hands on
·profes~ional training behind an· actual bar,
withlots of practice time. It's easy.and fun
our way . Certificate awarded . School is
licensed and is on UNH Kari-van route .
Visitors welcome . Evening classes . Call
or write for free brochure. Master Bartender
School, 84 Main St., Newmarket, NH Tel.
659-3718.
Explore Music in My Home- study voice,
piano , violin , recorder , lute , theory or
renaissance m.usic privately or in -ensemble. All ages welcome. Call. Per,s isEnsor
in Durham at 659-2721 .
Ghost & Goblins don 't come out until
Hallowe en! But costumes and suppli es
a re available now at the Little Shop of
Horror . So come see th e toga , 'flapp er,
fabulous Freddie Krugar and many -more.
Or bring in your own idea and let us make
you into what you wa_nt to be . See Lis at
18 Van Veen Dr . East Lebanon ME.
(207)°457-12G9. ·

Sarah· Mace, Thank you for all your hard
work on rush . It certainly paid off with an
awesome psyched group of pledges. Love,
the sisters of Alpha Phi.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING . M / F.
Summer·and Career opportunities (will
tra in) . E~cellent pay, plus world .travel.
Ha_waii , Baharnas, Caribbean, etc. CALL
NOW (206)-736-0775. Ext. C 432.

Congrats on Chi-0 Suey. Best of luck w/
pledging - we'll be there ij you need us!
Hope you receive from it as much as you'll
add. Much love, the residents of Apt: 6.

LOST: Silver slip hook earring with _face
on end. •Disappeared, sometime Friday
9/18. Lots of sentimental value. ·call Cheryl
·
at 431-8326.
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--~-FOOTB ALL
(continued from page 32)
sru.d Bowes.
One Blue Hen who causes
concern for UNH is sophomore
wide .1;eceiverJames .Anderson.
"He's a good one," said Bowes.
"He's big (6-3, 200) and he just
jumps over the defense and
-- makes circus catches."
· - The weather could be a key
factor in this game and could
work in Delaware's favor. "They
run that wing-T," said Bowes.
"We' re predominantly a passing .
team and it gets hard tff throw
the football when it's wet outside. I think they'd have the
advantage with .their running
game."
Delaware's wing-Tis similar to what a lot of the bigger
colleges employ. A fullback, a.

left halfback and a right halfback
all line up behind the quarterback and are all within reach
of the football. It can cause
major fits for the defense.
The expected return of Olds
to the lineup means that strong
safety/ receiver Bill Farrell will
not need tO go both ways.
Thus far this season, the Blue
Hens _have lost to URI, beat
West <Chester, and lost to Richmond. They would like nothing
better than to ' even up their
record with a win over the
Wildcats.
"Delaware is a good off~nsive .
football team," said Bowes.
"They've been averaging 360
yards a game which isn't coo
shabby."

Chris Braune, last week's star, hopes that he duplicates his play against Delaware this· Saturday.
.
·
UNH beat Delaware last season in OT, 28-21. (file photo) ·
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••f

----McNA MARA--- <continued from page 31)

Field Hockey Stats ,

water to prevent himself from
becoming dehydrated.
"You have to be aware o'f
what you're body is doing," h~
said. "You have to detect if
there's something wrong and
you need something."
The wait helped McNamara
out. It even pumped some life
into him. He took off like a
house of fire on the marathon
and ran his ·first mile in, 6
·minutes. By the seventeenth
mile, though, the wear and tear
of the day had taken it's toll on
.
him.
"I was getting delirious at that
...
point," he said. "I had tunnel
vision and I was just walking
along in a daze."
Having gone so far with the
finish line less than ten miles
away, there was nothing that
could prevent him from finishing the race. "If I had to walk
or crawl, I'd have finished that
race,"-he said. "I just had to keep
celling myself that I could do .
it."
, McNamara did walk some of
the distance. He also used the
help of water stations, M&M's
candies and· spectators to help
him through the rest of the race.
Once he made the twentieth
mile, he knew finishing
wouldn't be a problem.
"I 'could run six miles in my
sleep," he said. "I even started
to pick up my pace when my dad
told me my brother was just
ahead of me. It was overwhelming for me to look at the people
watching on the side as they
cheered and then to finally catchup to him and hold his hand as
we finished."
Just last Sunday, he raced at
the United States-Triathalon
Series National Championships,
which is one of the shorter races.
He said that he's going to wait
(continued from page 32)
a year before running another
missed the Hartford game morrow we ' 11 ·see w ha c
Stang
and
game
Tuesday's
into
going
triathalon like Cape Cod's. But
when he does, he'd like his time wass ranked #1 in Division 3, but came back strong and played happens."
The Wildcats are chasing
New England. They were consistently."
to be under 11 hours.
"Plymouth recruited heavily somerecords this year. They
For now, McNamara has ranked sixth natioriallf : . h· ► ~"You have to. give Stinson a and had very few players that need just four more .w ins to have
reassumed his role as UNH
student and member of Jim great deal of credit for the win," were in-state. They had players 100 career soccer victories. They
England, and are headed in the right direction
wind and my wheel made the Boulanger' s cross country team. said Bjork. "He played well from Finland,
__ for breaking the record for goals
Garber.
said
Canada,"
offense."
tough
a
against
quickly
won't
experience
His
was
as.I
bike ride difficult and
scored in a season with 25; they
Orono
co
travel
Wildcats
The
the
all
gets
usually
"Bergholtz
finishing it, I was thinking to be forgotten, though.
He had accomplished some- head balls, but Plymouth had today to tangle with the Black now have 16. UNH needs four
myself, 'My God, now J have _to
always more wins to break the 1979~s
run a marathon?! I had serious thing he had previously thought a huge sweeper back that got Bears, a team UNH has
;squad mark of 10-5-2. , ·
unattainable and he did it in a a lot. ofthe ones Jeff would have . had a _tough time against.
doubts I'd make it," he .said.
UNH travels- to Babson on
·
was
olif-iciating
the
year,
"Last
_
our
down
slowed
That
gotten.
.
I
believe
can't
"I
way.
nice
ReaHzing he might be in
and then- reCu~n
Wedn~sday
Garber.
said
Maine),"
(in
shaky.
Bergholtz.
continued
offense,"
trouble, he took an extended actually did it,'! he said. "lc'-s
Vermont on Sat- face
to
home
two
on
scored
w:ere
-goals
"The
_
Cn1ig)
.tri-qtptairt
"(Senior
,
.
couldn't
I
thought
I
something
-, br~ak after finishing the bike
·
'
"
tii:day.
were
that
players
by
breakaways
game
solida
played
Roberson
journey. _He .ate_some figs and -- d0;
'
'
'
· o~ de,fense,"· said G~r~~r,. '<tDq~~ dearly- five . yards offsides. To., .
banannas and drank a ·tor of _
occasionally competing in shorter races, McNamara's weekly
program of training included
200 miles of biking, 40 miles
of running, and over 10,000
yards of swimming:
When race day came, McN amara didn~t have time to worry . .
He was ru,nning late and had
to slip into his ·we.c suit while
being led down co the ocean to
begin the swimming faction of
the race.
This was the poi.don of the
competition that worried him
' most. Swimming was his weak. est event of the three and he'd
never swam more than -a mile
at once .before. So when Johnny
Kelley of Bos~on Marathon
fame officially started the race,
McNamara concentrated on
. pacing himself. "I was intimidated by the distance," he said.
"I just wanted to take my time
and get through it."
He finished the2.4 mile swim
in 1-hour 12-minutes. ''I was
really glad to gee through it," .
he said. "I heard that my brother
'had a good swim so I was feeling
·
good."
That was the beginning of
what McNamara termed a day
full of peaks and valleys. Finishing the swim with no problems was a peak, but he hit some
big valleys in the cycling event
which followed.
After taking his time and
going to the bathroom, McNamara began the cycling course
which traveled ·out to Provincetawn on the tip of Cape Cod and
back to Hyannis. The wind was
picking up and made the task
of pedaling 112 miles even more
' .
.
difficult.
At the half-way point, he took
another break and returned to
his bike to find the back wheel
wouldn't roll. In order to fix it,
he·had to disconnect the breaks
and couldn't use them for the
second half of the race. That
slowed him considerably.
McNamara's first signs of not
being able to finish the race
came during this bike ride. "The

Scoring
G

Karen McBarron
-Pegg_y Hillinski
Lori Mer_c ier
Kim Zifcak
Kate_ Dumphy
Liz Brickley
Shelly Robinson
Laurie Gero mini
Patty Drury

3 -

21

3

2
2

0
l

0

A

PTS

1
2

-3
0

-:-

.4
.4
4

0

3
2

0
2
0
1-

2
2
1
1

Next game:

Sunday vs. West Chester
at UNH, 1:00

(·········· ··········· ··········· -
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Soccerwoinen just ·weren't
Ready for . BoSton College

Coach Adrian Pfisterer called it a good game but the Lady
'Cats still fell to Bosto~ College, 3-1. (file photo)

By Ed Flaherty
Despite another strong effort~
the UNH women's soccer team
suffered their fourth straight
loss, this time to a tough Boston
College squad. The final score .
was 3-1.
"It was the best game we've
played in the two years I've been
here," s.aid assistant coach Ad.
rian Pfisterer.
UNH got on the board first
at 18:35 of the first half when
Kierstan Coppola converted a
corner kick from Ellen Wein- .
berg.
The lead was short-lived,
however, as at 24:55 of the half,
BC's Betsy Ready scored on a
breakaway dowh the right side
on a pass from Gina Vassals.
Ready would prove to be a
thorn in the Wildcats' side all
day as she, figured in all three
Eagle ~oals with two. goals and
an assist.

A UNH comeback was not to
The second half o_pened with
the score tied, atid both teams be, however.
At 36:57 of the half, Ready
playing evenly.
The turning point in the · sealed the victory with a goal
game came ten minutes into the off the corner kick of Connoly.
Anderson remains · upbeat
half when UNH's Maura
Naughton fired a shot that hit even though the team is not
ge-tting any breaks. ''It was
the crossbar and was cleared.
"If that had gone in we would quality soccer," said Anderson.
"The calibe.r was higher than
_h ave won," said Pfisterer.
BC capitalized less than three we've had ·here before."
The Wildcats had their chanminutes later when Ready found
Katie Connoly all alone, and ces, as they created ·opportunities in front of the net but they '
. Connoly scored.
UNH had trouble all game· just couldn't take advantage of
long with covering the BC them.
Sooner or later, the 'Cats are
players. As head coach Marge
Anderson said, "We didn't going to get the bre_aks going
recognize the most dangerous in their direction but until that
player," and many times that happens they have ,to just keep · ·
player (Ready) was left un- trying. ·
"The most important thing
.
marked. .
With 18 minutes left in the is for the team not to get down
game,Janene Tilden kept UNH _ while they' re playing well," said
alive with a diving save on a one- Anderson. ·
on-one. ·

.Rowers prep for Charles ·
By Matt Apgar
eight-man crew to enter in the ' selecton process. The best row-:The 23rd annual Head of the Championship Eight category.
~rs are chosen in par~ by ro_w ing
Charles-Regatta is approaching·
UNH oarsmen believe that technique and boat-moving
quickly and t,he UNH men's they have a strong team this year ability. Another c;leterminant
varsity crew is working hard to with many returning veterans is the ergometer (rowing maand a big, strong group of . chine) tespcores. . . . .
get ready for it.
Every year 100",()00 spectators n'bvices that moved'up from last
The Head ·of the Charles
line the banks of Boston's year. ·
. results hate no be~ring on
Charles River to watch the . _ Competition for the eight UNH's position in the standworld's largest rowing regatta. seats (four starboard and four ings during the spring racing
This regatta draws competition port) in the boat is fierce. U mil season. For this reason, Chris
from · five other countries, who npw, coach Chris Allsopp. has Germain, a three-year veteran,
compete in one of several cate-' been mostly working on tech- views the race as anopportunity.
nique and conditioning in an . "It's a good chance to get some
-gories.
Past Oly.mpic crews, crews · effort to bring the lesser expe- fall racing- in while we work on
representing the finest rowing rienced rowers to a higher skill technique and conditioning."
clubs in the country, arid the best • level and improve overall speed. The goal is simply to put in a
scullers in the world, men and . Workouts have consisted of strong performance.
.
8-12 miles a day of rowing. On . Although the crew has been
women alike come to this race.
Since it is such a prestigious shorter di_stance days, the em- plagued with injuries, morale
race, ·every UNH crew member · phasis is on speed and on longer is good and the oarsmen are
is vying for a spot in it, butthe distance days, the emphasis is excited about the upc·oming
amount of boats allowed to enter · on smooth, efficient technique.
racing season.
With race day being October
from each organization is limited. UNH is usually allowe~ one 18th, Allsopp has begun his

A day of guts and . emotions
.

'

\

UNH tennis player Tim Poner and .the team have lost a c~uple
of tough mat~he.s thi_s year. (file photo)

Tennis. m~n ·going
thrOugh rough
times

By Paul Sweeney
side cheering raucously.
together. Together was a key .
Patrick McNamara, 26, is word for this race."
In the span of 12 hours and
"That was a very emotional
15 minutes on Saturday, Sep- responsible for turning his
tember 12, UNH senior Tim younger brother on to er1du- day," Mrs. McNamara said. A
rance races. Tim has been com- picture was taken of Tim and By Jason Doris
McNamara expended more
The men's tennis team was
energy than the rest of the UNH ·· peting for four years and since Pat crossing the finish line with
·' student body uses up in an entire March has took part in 12 the family in the background. crushed Tuesday by the Terr-iers
shorter distance.cl endurance As Mrs. McNamara assures, it's of Boston University, although
year.
· Som~ of the matches ended in
He had just swam 2.4 miles, races. The brothers have went a family treasure.
The presence of hi,s family close score~. It wasn't a _v ery
·taken a 112 mile/bicycle journey, - against on numermis occasions.
The Cape Cod excursion at the race added to the emotion good showing for the Wildcats
a'nd finished J1 26 mile marathon. Yet, as ne stood near the · would be Tim's longest yet, and of the day for Tim. ''Having my as their. record stumbled to 1\
' shores of Cape Cod in Hyannis, Patrick influenced him into fami·ly there throughout the race 5.
The first seeds for New
the site of the starting and finish giving it a sh~t: Where they had was 'really special," he said. "I
lines of the Cape Cod Endurance · . tried to beat each other in was pretty chokeq up. I'd look Hampshire were little trouble
Triathalon, he felt more. alive shorter races, they attacked this · to the side of the road and they'd for the Terriers. First, Tim
one together. During the ma- be there encouraging me _a nd Porter lost his match 2-6, 3-6,
than he had ever before. ~
which lowered his seasonal
While a lot of the other 500 rathon segment of the race, Tim I'd almost want to cry."
He said he held off most record to 1-3. Brain Baker added
competitors in the race were had heard that Patrick, who was
· rende'red useless for the time about an hour ahead of him, was emotion because he didn't waht to the woes as he remained
being, McNamara was so high · ru.nning out of gas. When he to waste too much energy . If winless at ' the second position,
on emotion that .he ended up caught up to Pat, the two paced there was ever a need for losing_ 2-6, 3-6.
Senior Paul Ratcliffe pro.:
driving the family car home to them~elves to the finish, ending McNamara m conserve energy,
vided the most excitement -for
during the race was the time.
in a very special mC?ment-.
Durham that evening.
He took lasi: semester off the day as he won his first set
"It meant a real lot to me ·to
"I was euphoric," he said. Not ·
only had he weathered the · be able to finish with my broth- from school and headed down 6-4 and was up 3-0 in the second.
ultimate test of endurance, but · er," Tim McNamara said. "We south to begin heavy prepara- He couldn't hold on though, and
he did so crossing the finish line · vient down to Florida to train · tion for the _event. ·Along with · ~topped the rest of the match
5-7, 4-6.
hand in hand with his brother together and we did everything
Greg Coss, the Wildcat with
Patrick and mom and dad Qn the in preparation for the race . McNAMARA, page 30

'

'

the best singles record of 2-2,
couldn't find a way to beat his
opponent and fell 4-(i, 2-6.
Sophomore Brian Brady pushed
his adversary to the limit in "i:he
first set, but lost it and the next ·
one, 6-7, 2-6. ·
· Finally, in the sixth singles .
spot, Pe.ter_Carlisle came even
closer than Brady,- but also
couldn't hold on ancl wound up
losing 6- 7 (9.:: ) 1), 4-6.
In double play, things weren't
any better although the 'Cats
did manage to get a set in the
first match .as Dennis Pope and
Brain Brady teame_d up for a 36, 7-6 (7-4), 4-6 .defeat. Lastly,
the second doubles team lost 7 5, 6-2 to put an e_n d to this
difficult match for UNH.
The .Wildcats have another
,hance to prove that the youth
on the team is an advantage as
they will play Huskies of Connecticut tod_ay in Hartford.
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Berghol tz' foot pulls out another one , 1-0

i
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By Scott Bemiss
With the Patriots on strike
arid the Red Sox five and a half
· months out of first place, sports
fans in New England have had
trouble finding excitement.
They have had trouble finding
a team that epitomizes hard
work and dedication. A teain
that has leaped huge obstacles
to rise to the top. We have our
own version of- the "cardiac
k_ids" right here in Durham, the
Wildcat men's soccer team.
It is now halfway through the
season and their record.remains
uriscarred by defeat. UNH
squeaked past a strong Plymouth State team 1-0 to improve their mark to 6:0-1 and.
be seated comfortably at number
six in New England.
The score was deadlocked for
nearly_three quarte~s of the
game until UNH broke it open
with 73:34 gone in the contest.
Jµnior midfielder Sha,wn Day
received a cross pass off th~ wjng
in front of the net and found
senior forwardjeff Bergholtz
wide open. Bergholtz slammed
it home for his third gamewinning goal and" fourth overall.
"We played extremely well
early in the game," said head
coach Ted Garber. "Both teams
had some pretty good shots.
(Senior tri-captain Bruce) Pratt
had a corner kick headed out by
a fullback on the goal line. In
the second half, there weren't
many opportunities and the ball
was ·mainly .played between 'the
two boxes."
Sophomore midfielder Bill
Bjork ·commented, "We didn't

The play of the afternoon
play quite up to par. Our major
problem was too much dribbling came with three minutes left.
at midfield: We weren't p\aying UNH sophomore midfielder
"two-touch . and then pass" Scott Brennan jumped in the
soccer. At times, they were . net to help freshman goalie Eric
beating us to the ball and Stinson and saved the ball with
his chest to preserve the victory. ·
outhusrling us in that respect."

NEW ENGLAND MEN'S
SQC(:ER RATINGS
(as of last Tuesday)
1. Harvard (3-0-1)

. 2.
3.
4.
5.

~~~

7. Providence (3-2-0)
8. Brown (1-1-0)
9. Maine (2-2-2)
10. Hartford (2-2-3)

NEXT HOME GAME:
-Saturday,
Oc:'tober 10, 2:00
The men's soccer team just refuses
a tough PSC team. (file photo)

to

go down. Ted Garber's boys are now 6-0-1 after beating
·

Boulay and Doherty out for .Saturday

Bopper

Tim Murphy

Harold
Raymond

Bill Bowes,

Old Grad

· uNH

UNH

Delaware

UNH

UNH

URI
at UMass

UMass

UHi

UMass

UMass

UMass

UMass

Rich.

¼

UConn

Rich.

Rich.

Rich.

Rich.

Towson St. .
at Maine

Maine

Maine

Maine

Maine

Maine

Bu ·
at Villanova

BU

BU

BU

BU

BU

Miami ·

Fla. S_t.

Miami

Miami

..

Maine

..,

Miami

what ,we've heard, they're 50By Rick Kampersal
50 on who they will start." Both
Scratch all that talk about
""·
.·
different quarterbacks .
are
.- revenge.
"Sierer tends to ·s cramble more .
Last year's dramatic 2.8 -21
often than McCoy," said Bowe-s.
· UNH overtime win over Delaware is the last thing Blue Hen · "He has that unique ability to
turn a nothing play into somecoach ·Harold ''Tubby" Raything big."
mond is concerned about. 'Tm
McCoy, on the other hand, has
not thinkfog about last season's
game at all,'; said Raymond. . the stronger arm of the two.
"He's definitely the better throw'Tve been asked that question
er," said Bowes. "He's come into
a lot this week and I can'fbelieve
a couple of games for them late
it. We have so many problems
and put some points on the
here ·that we have to stop
,
board."
beatin.g ourselves never mind
Raymond insists thc!t there
worrying about revenge." ·
are no differences between his ·
This season, Delaware has
quarterbacks. "It doesn'·t matter
undergone a facelift. They lost
who I start," said Raymond.
their 'entire starting backfield
"'They shouldn't be worried
to graduation, including quar·
terback Rich Gannon (now a about it."
Delaware comes to town ·
Patriot replacement player). In
attempting to bolster their 1all, 19 players left for real jobs
2 start. "We've gotten off to such
leaving Raymond· with a youth
a slow start because of the
movement on his hands.
Bill Bowes' Wildcats, mean- - people we lost," ~aid Raymond.
while, are welcoming back jun- "We've got a lot of first-year
varsity players and we just have
ior wide receiver Curtis O-ids.
Olds, who missed last week's · tp do the best we can." ·,
Bowes did receive some bad
game against Dartmouth with
a bruised kidney is "fine" ac- news this week. The two starting defensive tackles, Paul Boucording to Bowes and will start.
Sophomore tailback Norm lay -(knee) arid Kevin Doherty
Ford and his sore hamstring got (neck) will probably not play
a much-needed week of rest and on Saturday. "Paul and Kevin
should be back to his ·norrilal both. hurt themselves against
·Dartmouth," ·said Bowes. "Let's
self.
Delaware is keeping the hope that our backups can do
UNH coaching staff in the dark the job."
· In place of Boulay and Doheron who will start at quarterback.
Sophomore David Sierer and ty will be sophomores Scott
junior Craig McCoy cou)d be Laliberte and Alex Jarostchuk.
alternated or one could start "Bill O'Malley will probably see
1
some action at defensive tackle,"
over the other.
"We have no idea who we' re
going to see," said Bowes. "From .FOOTBALL, page 30
-

UNH

Miami (Fla.)
at Fla. St.

vs~ Vermont

%%%%sssssss::ss ssssssss:sss ss s:sss ssS:Sssss:sssss,

, ss s :ssss:s:::s ssssss:s :sssss s:s:

Delaware
at UNH

, UConn
at Richmond

,
Yale (3-0-0)
Connecticut (6-2-2)
Vermont (5-2-l)
Dartmouth (2-0-1)

6. UNH (6-0-1)

MORNING LINE'
Air Kamp

Stinson 'played brillianily in:. for the_ UNH re.cord (held by
the last eight , minutes and Gordie Tuttle, 1979). .
Plymouth's Eric Supanic had
finished with a career-high nine
saves, one off a direct kick. He · three saves and allowed the only
lowered his goals against av- goal. Plymouth was undefeated
erage to .066 and now has three
shutouts. One more will tie hiin · SOCCERMEN, page 30

Miami

Last week the Old Grad again got to keep his money
as Bopper, Jay Kumar, and Beth Cote tied him. This
week ·two veteran Yankee. Conference ·coaches go
against a ·rookie who's doing quite well for ~imself.
Harold Raymond (Del.) ·a!ld Bill Bowes ·match their:
·· ·wits against Maine's Tim Murphy. Can the Old Grad
know? We'll see ...·.... .
outsmart the ones who should
.
.
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